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From the Editor: In this issue; Next issue: Best of PracTeX; Editorial: LaTeX 
and TeX on the Web

Lance Carnes & Paul Blaga 

In this issue
Next issue: The Best of The PracTeX Journal 2004–2008
Thanks
Editorial: La(TeX) and the Internet

In this issue

This third issue of 2008 concentrates on an unusual subject: LaTeX and TeX on the Web.

The first article, A gentle learning curve for LaTeX, was written by George Grätzer, the well known author of LaTeX books 
and a fine mathematician. Here he gives a hint on how to more effectively use his latest book, More Math into LaTeX, for 
learning LaTeX.

In Writing posters in LaTeX, Tomas Morales de Luna discusses several packages and templates useful for producing poster 
presentations.

Next, Paul Thompson, in his two articles, Clinical trials management on the internet, I. and II., describes the use of LaTeX 
and the internet to produce forms for clinical trials management.

The last piece is a paper by Tim Arnold, plasTeX: Converting LaTeX documents to other markup languages, devoted to a 
software package for converting LaTeX files to other markup languages, in particular HTML and XML.

In this issue we have more in the Columns section than usual.

Dave Walden continues his Travels in TeX Land, describing an effort to typeset a sidebar for a book project.

In a new column, Book Reviews, we review two LaTeX books, by George Grätzer and Vincent Lozano.

In a special column for this Web-themed issue, LaTeX & TeX Web Sites, we provide an Editor's selection of informational 
web sites. Let us know if we missed your favorite site.

Of course there is the traditional Ask Nelly column, where we answer readers' questions. This time the questions are related 
to beamer and typesetting ancient Greek.

In the Distractions column we offer a way to have fun by typesetting your own cooking recipes.

We hope you enjoy this issue!

Journal home page
General information
Submit an item
Download style files
Copyright
Contact us

 Comment on this paper
 Send submission idea to editor
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Next issue: The Best of The PracTeX Journal 2004–2008

The editors will present a selection of articles from the first four years of the Journal. New articles will be published as well. 

If you would like to write an article for the Journal send your idea or outline to the editors.

Thanks

Many people have collaborated directly or indirectly to the success of this electronic journal: the authors, the production 
editors, and the readers. 

Thanks to all the production editors, and to others who proofread the articles and provided useful comments and feedback.

Editorial: (La)TeX and the Internet

The theme of this issue was: LaTeX and TeX on the Web. In my opinion, there are at least two ways (opposite, somehow) of 
looking at this subject.

First, the question is: how is the Internet (and, more specifically, the Web) managing to "help" LaTeX? Well, it is quite a 
complex question to answer. Of course, both TeX and LaTeX were born before the Internet explosion, but I don't think such 
an important development would have been possible without the Internet. I started using LaTeX some fifteen years ago and I 
still remember how difficult it was to get a new version, because we had our first Internet connection as late as 1995 and 
even then, there was a single computer connected to the Internet in the entire university ("Babes-Bolyai" University, Cluj, 
Romania). It may seem incredible for the younger people, but life was not as "easy" as it is today when you can get 
everything you want with a single click of the mouse, even from the comfort of your own home. At the end of the 1990's, if 
you searched on the web for LaTeX, only a very small proportion of the answers actually refered to "our" LaTeX. The 
situation is, of course, completely changed today. So, what else is the Web doing for us LaTeX users, besides offering access 
to the latest versions of the executable, packages, and documentation, through CTAN and its mirrors? There is more to come, 
of course:

 One of the most important pieces of documentation for LaTeX is the LaTeX FAQ. Obviously, both the questions and 
the answers would have been impossible without the contribution of a large number of people, from all around the 
world, and their communications took place, you guessed, through the Internet. 

 Another important way of getting problems solved is made up of the discussion lists and, more recently, by blogs. 
There are several lists and blogs devoted to TeX and LaTeX. A search of the internet will point you to them in no time. 

 There are many web pages (some of them mentioned in one of our columns) which contain TeX-related material: 
documentation, packages, programs, and sometimes even courses. 

 There are online journals, entirely devoted to the TeX world. TUGBoat and The PracTeX Journal are among them, but 
there are many others, usually published by national user groups. 

The other way of looking at the relationship between LaTeX and the Web is to ask the opposite question: how is LaTeX 
"helping" the web. The answer to this question is, in my opinion, much more complicated and, to some extent, the definitive 
answer is still "out there". As the reader suspects, probably, the problem is how to translate properly a LaTeX document into 
an HTML one. It is not just about putting on the web a typeset LaTeX document (usually a PDF file), but to include, in a 
natural way, the LaTeX document itself in a web page. There are several programs which perform the translation of a LaTeX 
file into a HTML file. Some of them are described in the LaTeX Web Companion and I'm not going to list them here. 

Nevertheless, most of these LaTeX-to-Web translators have problems with handling the mathematical part of the LaTeX file. 
Of course, TeX and LaTeX were created mainly for typesetting mathematical documents. Most of the translators handle the 
situation in a way which, in my opinion, is not the most appropriate: all the mathematics are "cropped" and transformed into 
graphic files, which are then included into the HTML file. The resulting web page is often less than satisfactory because, 
usually, the fonts used in the text are not compatible with the ones used in the math part, and, in addition, the quality of the 
graphics is not that great. In these situations, I think it is preferable to put on the web a PDF file. The alternative, which is so 
much better, is to use MathML for mathematics. There are programs that allow this, but, as far as I know, they are still far 
from perfection. Besides, usually, the translation programs only recognize a limited number of packages. In fact, to get the 
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best results, you have to write the LaTeX source from the very beginning with the translation in mind. There are programs, 
like SciWriter, which include an editor and export both in LaTeX and XML (with the MathML extension). But even here it is 
difficult to include pieces of LaTeX produced in other ways. So, in my opinion, it is already possible to get good web pages 
starting from LaTeX sources, but this requires an expertise which is still beyond the reach of the beginning users of LaTeX 
and HTML. The "poor man" version (with graphics files instead of math) is, nevertheless, available to everyone. 

To conclude, (La)TeX and the Web have a happy marriage that, hopefully, will continue to produce new (and better looking) 
offspring.

Paul Blaga
Editor

Page generated December 19, 2008 ; TUG home page; search; contact webmaster. 
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Feedback

From the Readers 
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 Send submission idea to editor

The Zheng paper in 2008-2 http://tug.org/pracjourn/2008-2/zheng/ is a very nice article! 

Some comments. 

I would like to have a second mode' for displaying adjacent go stones, a mode which removes 
the small line between them. With other words, instead of having 

   
     |     |     |     |
    XXX   XXX    |    XXX
---XXXXX-XXXXX---+---XXXXX---
    XXX   XXX    |    XXX
     |     |     |     |

I would like to see 

     |     |     |     |
    XXX   XXX    |    XXX
---XXXXX XXXXX---+---XXXXX---
    XXX   XXX    |    XXX
     |     |     |     |
        ^
     no line here

The same should be true for similar vertical lines. 

IMHO, the results looks much more elegant. 

What about using the CJK package (or xeCJK in case you are using XeTeX) to add (a) your 
name in Chinese and (b) CJK characters for weiqi'? Additionally, you might use the pinyin' 
package (part of CJK) so that you get proper tones for both transliterations. 

Werner Lemberg 

[Dear Werner, Thank you for your comments. We have forwarded them to the author. — The 
Editors] 

http://dw.tug.org/pracjourn/2008-3/feedback/



The article by Lance Carnes http://tug.org/pracjourn/2008-2/carnes1/ in issue 2008-2 states: 

> A few colleagues who read this piece agreed that consistently > reproducible LaTeX 
documents is something that should be available > to every author. There are various ways this 
could be done. Give it > some thought and then let us know your ideas. 

One possibility is to use my bundledoc script (available from CTAN) to accumulate all of the 
styles, classes, and other files on which a LaTeX document depends. The associated arlatex 
script helps create self-extracting documents for simplicity of sharing a reproducible document 
with others. 

Scott Pakin 

[Dear Scott, Thanks for passing this along. Your script solves the problem of making a 
localized set of files to reproduce a LaTeX document. We will be publishing your note in the 
upcoming issue of The PracTeX Journal. 

It seems you wrote this script to solve a problem. What was the impetus to develop bundledoc? 
— Lance Carnes, Editor-in-chief] 

I enjoyed the article about different uses for BibTeX by Yogeshwarsing Calleecharan in issue 
2008-1 http://tug.org/pracjourn/2008-2/calleecharan/. I would like to make a short comment 
about the .bst code. 

The "print" function does not appear to make any difference in the code, as it pushes the 
internal key of each citation and immediately pops it off. If you remove all uses of the print 
function within the .bst file, the output does not appear changed. Am I correct? 

Also, it would seem that differently formatted output would be better served by defining 
different .bst files. I'm not sure if you can define multiple style files for multiple 
bibliographies, but if you could, that would seem better than hard coding the style2, style3, etc, 
as the type in the .bib file. 

Thank you, 

David Shinn 

[Dear David, 

1. Yes, you're indeed correct. the "print" function in the bst file doesn't seem to play any role. 

2. Having a single bst file can be easier to maintain than having multiple ones. For example 
when writing a CV, you can want to have different flavors (different styles or different 
information) depending on the audience who will read the CV. I personally find it easier to 
keep say versions with style1 and style2 in the same bib file with the appropriate keys e.g. edu-
univ-style1 and edu-univ-style2 and get the desired result by just calling either \nocite{edu-
univ-style1} or \nocite{edu-univ-style2} as appropriate in the tex file. And it's the same for the 
bst file, to have the style definitions style1 and style2 one after the other in the same file as this 
makes it easier to maintain than with separate bst files. I use this technique for creating my CV 
and find it easier to make modifications and get different flavors of my CV by keeping a single 
bst and and a single bib files. In my case with a CV, having multiple bst or bib files for 
instance will involve more work for me. I use a subversion program to keep track of the 
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Page generated November 17, 2008 ; TUG home page; search; contact webmaster. 

different versions of my CV and so far I like this combination of a single bib or bst file 
together with a version control system. 

Best Regards, 

Y.Calleecharan] 

http://dw.tug.org/pracjourn/2008-3/feedback/



News from Around:
What is New in LaTeX; User group news — three print journal releases

The Editors 

What is New in LaTeX?

George Grätzer, the author of More Math Into LaTeX, wrote two articles for the Notices of the American Mathematical 
Society called What is New in LaTeX (Parts I and II). Look for these in the early 2009 issues. 

User group news

Gianluca Pignalberi recently announced that the Italian TeX Users (GuIT) released their print journal, Ars TeXnica, 
Number 6 (in Italian and English). For a table of contents or to order a copy, visit their site.

Taco Hoekwater recently announced that the Dutch TeX Users (NTG) just released the printed issue #37 (90pp) of 
MAPS, their online and print journal (in Dutch and English).

Thierry Bouche of GUTenberg (French-speaking TeX Users) announced that the print version of their journal Cahiers 
GUTenberg #50 is at the printer and should be ready soon. Thierry notes it has a Zen-like Table of Contents: it contains 
a 2-page editorial by Thierry and an 83-page guide to TikZ by Yves Soulet. 

Page generated December 19, 2008 ; TUG home page; search; contact webmaster. 
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A gentle learning curve for LaTeX

George Gratzer 

Abstract 

Is there an easy way to get started in LaTeX? I suggest that there is. 

George Gratzer is Distinguished Professor of Mathematics at the University of Manitoba. He is a Member of the 
Canadian Academy of Sciences and an External Member of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. He authored twenty 
plus books (including the four editions of Math into LaTeX) and 230 plus research papers. His publications are listed on 
his website http://www.maths.umanitoba.ca/homepages/gratzer.html/ He had a column in the Notices Amer. Math. Soc.
in 1993-94 on LaTeX, and will have a column in 2009 in the Notices Amer. Math. Soc.: What Is New in LaTeX? 

Contact him at 

Page generated November 17, 2008 ; TUG home page; search; contact webmaster. 
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A gentle learning curve for LATEX
G. Grätzer

Abstract Is there an easy way to get started in LATEX? I suggest that there is.

1 Introduction

It was an inauspicious beginning. It was the year 1990, and I was in Kyoto, having
just visited the Rock Garden at Ryoanji, when the AMS announced AMS-LATEX,
a marriage of classic LATEX with AMS-TEX. After the installation, the AMS ad-
vised, you should (re)read a LATEX manual and an AMS-TEX manual—of course,
what you read in these manuals cannot be tried out in AMS-LATEX, because it is
not LATEX, nor is it AMS-TEX—and then read the new manual that informs you
how AMS-LATEX differs from its two predecessors.

Not gentle.
The situation is not always this bad, but TEX and LATEX have long been cursed

by their “steep learning curves”. M. Doob’s valiant effort [1] notwithstanding,
TEX really is difficult to learn. Of course, today, you may not even want to do
that, because everybody uses LATEX. Math journals, as a rule, do not even take
submissions in TEX. And LATEX is more user friendly . . .

But is it user friendly enough?

2 How to get started?

The gentlest learning curve for LATEX—and for most anything—is to have a knowledge-
able friend, who sits down with you and gets you started, and who is available
most any time to help you out.

Of course, few of us have such friends with so much free time to share. How
do people learn other applications with steep learning curves, such as Adobe
Photoshop?



There are basically two good ways to learn Adobe Photoshop.
1. Buy a really good book. The best books will also give you a bunch of photos

to edit, so you can follow the examples in the book on your own computer. The
book should proceed with a clearly stated sequence of rules, what to do in which
situations.

2. Subscribe to (or buy) videotaped lectures. One of the best known source
of such video presentations is lynda.com, offering 462 online courses (they have
34 on digital photography alone—one is about 30 hours long!). The lectures are
streamed to your computer. This is an excellent approach with one big problem.
Later on, you halfway remember a tip—how to handle a certain situation—but
how do you find it? No written material is offered, no index of topics is provided.

3 A first step

I would like to suggest that there is a gentle learning curve for LATEX, and you
can find it at

http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/Math_into_LaTeX-4/

Click on download for mil4-video-presentations.zip and you get a folder

mil4-video-presentations

containing nine video presentations. The first presentation helps you get the
sample files you will work with and two pdf files:

ShortCourse.pdf and SymbolTables.pdf

Eight lectures introduce the basic LATEX topics: Typing text; Typing math (four
lectures); Articles (two lectures); Final comments.

At the end of each lecture, the relevant part of the Short Course (in the file
ShortCourse.pdf) is referenced, where you can read the same material (and some
more). And the Short Course has a very detailed index. Since it is a pdf file, it is
also searchable!

You should keep SymbolTables.pdf handy. It contains the names of all LATEX
commands for math and text symbols.

I think that based on the lectures and the Short Course, you should be 90%

2



ready to write your first paper. The remaining 10% depends on your field of
speciality and the complexity of your writing. The Short Course gives you all the
references you need to cover the remaining 10% in [2].

4 The tricks of the trade

It is easy to see how to make, in general, the learning curve more gentle.
1. Have a short version of the manual. This should cover only the most im-

portant commands. Small in number but collectively powerful enough to satisfy
the needs of most common uses.

2. Introduce these commands with simple examples, not rules. Provide
enough examples that using these commands becomes basically copy and paste.

3. Create a video presentation discussing your topic, in general, and these
commands, in particular.

4. Provide a set of sample files covering the examples you need. Use these
sample files in the video presentation.

5 Disclaimer

I realize that making video presentations is a profession, and I am an amateur
with very limited experience. I have no professional software (I use iShowU
http://store.shinywhitebox.com
which I bought for $20). Nevertheless, I hope others will learn from my mistakes
and will make video presentations and pdf manuals for LATEX, LATEX implemen-
tations, and LATEX packages.

We can do better!

References

[1] M. Doob, A Gentle Introduction to TEX. 1993.
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/gentle/
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1 The a0poster class

1.1 Learning the basics

The a0poster package [1] has been developed by Gerlinde Kettl and Matthias
Weiser and allows to write posters in different sizes in an easy way. The package
is composed of the following files:

a0poster.cls Defines the class file
a0size.sty Defines the font sizes
a0_eng.tex Manual in English
a0.tex Manual in German

In theory it allows you to define posters of size A4 to A0b, but it practice there
is some problem with scaling when we define posters of size A4 to A1. To my
knowledge, this problem still exists so we are going to use just the A0 size and a
workaround will be shown in section 1.3 to obtain smaller sizes.

a0poster is a class like article, book and many others in LATEX and is used in a
similar way. Therefore, the beginning of a TEX file would be something like

\documentclass[portrait,a0,final]{a0poster}
\begin{document}
Write poster here
\end{document}

Now, you can write the content of your poster as you would write any other
document in LATEX. If you prefer your poster to be in landscape mode, just replace
the option portrait with landscape.

All that remains to be done is to compile your document in the usual way
using LATEX and dvips.

latex your_doc.tex
dvips your_doc

Although pdfLATEX can also be used, we prefer LATEX here in order to use
some nice effects of the package PStricks described in next section.

The only disadvantage of the a0poster class is that you have to think carefully
the position of text and graphics because the poster is written sequentially. We
will learn how to make posters from different text blocks that are absolutely or
relatively positioned on the main page in sections 2 and 3.
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1.2 Adding some eye candy to your poster

Now that we know how to write a poster, we would like to add some colors and
other effects so that the final poster looks nice.

1.2.1 Dividing the poster into columns

First, let us divide the page in several columns. This could be done using the
package multicol but we prefer here to use the minipage environment instead, as
this will be more versatile and really useful in many situations. The environment
minipage allows to virtually include a small page inside your document. You can
think of it as a small text box placed in your document. The syntax of the minipage
environment is as follows

\begin{minipage}{length}
Write here

\end{minipage}

where length is a given length. One suitable way to define the length of the
minipage is to use a fraction of the text width. Thus, suppose that you want to
define a minipage of size equal to the half of the available line width, just write

\begin{minipage}{0.5\linewidth}
Write text here

\end{minipage}

So, to make a two-column poster (which makes each column of size 1/2 = 0.5
the available text width), we write

\begin{minipage}{0.49\linewidth}
First column

\end{minipage}
\begin{minipage}{0.49\linewidth}

Second column
\end{minipage}

Take care not to add extra blank lines between the end of one minipage and
the beginning of the following or you will not obtain the desired effect. Usually
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it is better not to use all the line space available otherwise we obtain one minipage
under the other one. That’s the reason we use 0.49 times the line width.

You can include a minipage environment within another minipage environment
so that the possibilities are endless. For instance, the following text

\begin{center}
\begin{minipage}{0.8\linewidth}

\hrule

*****************Writing two columns*****************
\begin{minipage}{0.3\linewidth}

This is the first column
\end{minipage}
\hspace{0.09\linewidth}
\begin{minipage}{0.6\linewidth}

This is the second column and it is subdivided into three columns

\begin{minipage}{0.3\linewidth}
One

\end{minipage}
\begin{minipage}{0.3\linewidth}

Two
\end{minipage}
\begin{minipage}{0.3\linewidth}

Three
\end{minipage}

\end{minipage}
\hrule

\end{minipage}
\end{center}

produces

*****************Writing two columns*****************

This is the first col-
umn

This is the second column and it is sub-
divided into three columns
One Two Three
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1.2.2 Adding some color

Previous sections should allow you to already obtain a suitable poster for your
needs, but we would like our poster to have some nice colors and other effects.
We are going to include two new packages by writing

\usepackage{pstricks,pst-grad} before the \begin{document} line.
PStricks is a set of macros that allows the inclusion of PostScript drawings

directly and pst-grad is used to fill with colour gradients, using PStricks.
With the aid of this package, we can now define any color we want using the

RGB scale, just use in the preamble the folowing syntax

\newrgbcolor{colorname}{r g b}

where r,g,b are numbers between 0 and 1 that express the quantity of red,
green and blue we add to create our color. For example

\newrgbcolor{lightviolet}{0.8 0.3 0.7}

We can now obtain any word by writing {\lightviolet any word}. The
gray-scales black, darkgray, gray, lightgray, and white, and the colors red, green, blue,
cyan, magenta, and yellow are predefined in PStricks.

You may also want to have a look to the package xcolor which provides easy
driver-independent access to several kinds of colors, tints, shades, tones, and
mixes of arbitrary colors already predefined in the package. The add-on package
dvips with the option dvipscolor defines also some extra colors and may be useful
as well.

Once we have defined our favourite colors, let as introduce a fancy way to
include titles. For this purpose we may define in the preamble the new command
fancytitle

\newcommand{\fancytitle}[1]{
\begin{center}

\psshadowbox[linewidth=2mm,framearc=0.1,linecolor=blue,
fillstyle=gradient,gradangle=0,gradbegin=white,
gradend=lightviolet,gradmidpoint=1.0,framesep=1em]
{#1}

\end{center}
\vspace{0.015\textheight}

}
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This will allow to use the command \fancytitle{My title} anywhere
within the body of the document, which will give

My title

You can try changing the options passed to psshadowbox in the command defi-
nition in order to obtain different results. In particular,

linewidth Gives the width of the line that surrounds the box
framearc Increase in order to have the edges more rounded
linecolor This is the color of the edges of the box
gradbegin, gradend These are the colors used to fill the box

The command psshadowbox can also be used to write some text inside a box.
For example,

\psshadowbox[linewidth=1mm,framearc=0.1,linecolor=red,framesep=1em]{
\begin{minipage}[h]{0.5\linewidth}

{\bf Fermat’s last theorem}

If an integer $n$ is greater than $2$, then the equation
$$ a^n+b^n=c^n $$
has no solutions in non-zero integers $a$, $b$, and $c$.

\end{minipage}
}

will give

Fermat’s last theorem
If an integer n is greater than 2, then the
equation

an + bn = cn

has no solutions in non-zero integers a,
b, and c.
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You can even define a background color for the poster. Just write the following
after \begin{document}

\psframe[fillstyle=gradient,framearc=0.05,linewidth=1mm,gradmidpoint=0,
gradbegin=cgradbegin,gradend=cgradend](0,0)(1.\textwidth,-1.\textheight)

where the colors cgradbegin, cgradend are colors already defined.
Combining all these techniques, we can obtain posters like the one shown in

Figure 1
PStricks allows many other possibilities. We refer to [2] for more information.

1.3 Obtaining smaller size posters

As we have said, the option for making posters from A4 to A1 does not seem
to work properly. Nevertheless, we can always rescale the poster to smaller size
when printing.

There is also a workaround to exactly obtain the desired size.
First you have to know that when you generate your poster.dvi with the

command latex poster, you also generate a file called a0header.ps with the
content:

%%BeginFeature *PageSize ISOA0/ISO A0
2 dict dup /PageSize [2380 3368] put dup /ImagingBBox null put
setpagedevice
%%EndFeature

This file (a0header.ps) is linked to poster.dvi and contains information re-
lated to the size of the poster. Now, suppose we want a A1 size poster. Before
rescaling our poster, modify the a0header.ps file into:

%%BeginFeature *PageSize ISOA1/ISO A1
2 dict dup /PageSize [1684 2380] put dup /ImagingBBox null put
setpagedevice
%%EndFeature

Where we have changed the size of the page in bp (big points). See Table 1.
Then, we can proceed with the scaling step:
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Semi-discrete entropy satisfying approximate Riemann solvers
and application to the Suliciu relaxation approximation

T. Morales de Luna

1. The Saint Venant system

Consider the Saint Venant system {
∂tρ + ∂x(ρu) = 0,

∂t(ρu) + ∂x(ρu2 + p(ρ)) = 0,

We have an entropy η(U) = ρu2/2 + ρe(ρ) with entropy flux G(U) = (ρu2/2 + ρe(ρ) + p(ρ))u.
From the Suliciu system, we have the decomposition

G(Ur) − G(Ul) =

2∑

i=0

σi+1(Ei+1 − Ei), where E0 = η(Ul), E1 = ρ∗l (u
∗
l )

2/2 + ρ∗l e
∗
l , E2 = ρ∗r(u

∗
r)

2/2 + ρ∗re
∗
r and E3 = η(Ur). (1)

We may apply the preceding theorems.

2. Discrete entropy satisfying Suliciu
approximate Riemann solver

Theorem.

Suppose

∀ρ ∈ [ρl, ρ
∗
l ], ρ2p′(ρ) ≤ c2

l ,

∀ρ ∈ [ρr, ρ
∗
r], ρ2p′(ρ) ≤ c2

r.
(2)

Then
Ei ≥ η(Ui), i = 1, 2,

and the Suliciu solver is discrete entropy satisfying.

We may define cl, cr so that (2) is satisfied. This is for example the approach used in [2]. We obtain a scheme
that is discrete entropy satisfying but the shocks for the Saint Venant system are not solved exactly.

3. Semi-discrete entropy satisfying Suliciu
approximate Riemann solver

Theorem.

Suppose

(pr − pl)
2

2
(
el − er + pr

(
1
ρl
− 1

ρr

)) ≤ c2
l ,

(pr − pl)
2

2
(
er − el + pl

(
1
ρr
− 1

ρl

)) ≤ c2
r, (3)

Then the Suliciu solver is semi-discrete entropy satisfying.

We may define cl, cr so that (3) is satisfied and the shocks for the Saint Venant system are solved exactly.

Theorem. Let

c2
l =

(pr − pl)
2

(pr − pl)
(

1
ρl
− 1

ρr

)
−

[
−

(
2(el − er) + (pr + pl)

(
1
ρl
− 1

ρr

))]
+

,

c2
r =

(pr − pl)
2

(pr − pl)
(

1
ρl
− 1

ρr

)
−

[
2(el − er) + (pr + pl)

(
1
ρl
− 1

ρr

)]
+

.

Then, for

c̃l = max
(
cl, ρl(ul − ur)+,

√
ρl(pr − pl)+)

)
, c̃r = max

(
cr, ρr(ul − ur)+,

√
ρr(pl − pr)+

)
,

the Suliciu approximate Riemann solver for the isentropic gas dynamics system has the properties:

(i) it preserves the non negativity of ρ,

(ii) it satisfies a semi-discrete entropy inequality,

(iii) it preserves the entropic shocks for the isentropic gas dynamics system.

The technique can be adapted for full gas dynamics

4. Numerical tests

Initial data:

ρ0(x) =

{
1, if x < 0.5,

2, if x > 0.5,
u0(x) =

{
3.2125, if x < 0.5,

0.5, if x > 0.5.

Density profile for t = 0.1

0.2 0.25 0.3

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

t=0.1

 

 

Semi−discrete entropy satisfying

Discrete−entropy satisfying

Exact solution

Initial data:

ρ0(x) =

{
1 if x < 0.5,

1.2242 if x > 0.5,
u0(x) =

{
1 if x < 0.5,

1.666 if x > 0.5. .

Density profile for t = 0.05

0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9
0.9

0.95

1

1.05

1.1

1.15

1.2

1.25
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Semi−discrete entropy satisfying

Discrete−entropy satisfying

Exact solution

Initial data: ρ0 = 0.33, u0 = 0.18/0.33,

z(x) =

{
0.2 − 0.05(x − 10)2 if 8 < x < 12,

0 otherwise.

Density profile for t = 100

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

t=200
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Exact solution
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Figure 1: A poster Example
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dvips -O ’-6bp,-6bp’ -T595mm,841mm -x694 poster.dvi -o poster.a1.ps

Where:
-T595mm,841mm : the new poster dimension in mm. Here the poster is in

portrait mode. To rescale a landscape poster, use: -T841mm,595mm.
-x694 : the scaling factor. 1000 is a scaling factor of 1 (no change). From A0 to

A1, the scaling factor is 1/
√

(2) = 0.707 (See Table 2). To avoid to create new set
of fonts (and to save space), it is recommended to use the closest standard LaTeX
magnification factor (694 here). Note that from A1 to A0, use 1440. Have a look
at Table 3. Read also [3] for more information.

-O ’-6bp,-6bp’ : the ps file obtained with dvips includes a margin of 1in =
72bp by default. In order to center the poster, we change the paper offset with
the corresponding value given by Table 4.

poster.dvi : the input file (in A0 size)
-o poster.a1.ps : the output file
To obtain the PDF file, just run ps2pdf:

ps2pdf poster.a1.ps poster.a1.pdf

Table 1: Paper Size
w bp h bp w in h in w mm h mm

A0b 2594 3370 36,03 46,81 915 1189
A0 2380 3368 33,06 46,78 840 1188
A1 1684 2380 23,39 33,06 594 840
A2 1190 1684 16,53 23,39 420 594
A3 842 1190 11,69 16,53 297 420
A4 595 842 8,26 11,69 210 297
A5 421 595 5,85 8,26 149 210
A6 298 421 4,14 5,85 105 149
A7 211 298 2,93 4,14 74 105
A8 149 211 2,07 2,93 53 74
A9 106 149 1,47 2,07 37 53

A10 75 106 1,04 1,47 26 37
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Table 2: Scaling factors
HHHHHHHfrom

to
A0b A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

A0b 1 0,92 0,65 0,46 0,32 0,23 0,16 0,11
A0 1,09 1 0,71 0,5 0,35 0,25 0,18 0,13
A1 1,54 1,41 1 0,71 0,5 0,35 0,25 0,18
A2 2,18 2 1,42 1 0,71 0,5 0,35 0,25
A3 3,08 2,83 2 1,41 1 0,71 0,5 0,35
A4 4,36 4 2,83 2 1,42 1 0,71 0,5
A5 6,16 5,65 4 2,83 2 1,41 1 0,71
A6 8,7 7,99 5,65 3,99 2,83 2 1,41 1

Table 3: LATEX magnification factor
HHHHHHHfrom

to
A0b A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

A0b 1000 913 634 440 335 233 162 112
A0 1095 1000 694 482 367 255 177 123
A1 1577 1440 1000 694 482 367 255 177
A2 2272 2074 1440 1000 694 482 367 255
A3 2986 2726 2074 1440 1000 694 482 367
A4 4300 3925 2726 2074 1440 1000 694 482
A5 6192 5652 3925 2726 2074 1440 1000 694
A6 8916 8139 5652 3925 2726 2074 1440 1000

2 Using text blocks with absolute positioning

When writing a poster with the a0poster class, one has to have in mind the final
distribution of the different parts we have written and sometimes it may be dif-
ficult to obtain the text exactly where we want. In this section we would like to
introduce another philosophy for composing the poster. Instead of composing the
poster sequentially, we are going to write a poster by composing small pieces of
text boxes that are pasted over the big poster sheet exactly where we want. This
will be possible by using the textpos package.

Just write in the preamble of the document
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Table 4: Offset correction
HHHHHHHfrom

to
A0b A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

A0b 0 0 -7 -16 -61 -60 -60 -60
A0 1 0 -6 -16 -61 -60 -59 -61
A1 11 9 0 -11 -22 -57 -58 -59
A2 37 33 17 0 -14 -27 -53 -56
A3 183 167 46 20 0 -17 -30 -51
A4 255 233 155 55 24 0 -18 -32
A5 367 335 226 145 62 26 0 -19
A6 538 491 335 221 139 66 28 0

\usepackage[absolute,overlay]{textpos}

The textpos package will allow to place text boxes at a given absolute postition
by creating a virtual grid over the page. The absolute option makes the origin of
the grid on which text blocks are positioned the upper left hand corner.

overlay gives the text blocks opaque backgrounds. Without the overlay option,
the background of the text blocks are transparent. You can change the back-
ground color of a given textblock by writing \textblockcolour{color_name}.

It is also useful to add the option showboxes when you are writing the poster.
This will draw a rectangle around your text block making much easier to correctly
place the block.

The package defines the environment textblock which is used as follows

\begin{textblock}{hsize}(hpos, vpos)
Some text

\end{textblock}

The hsize and hpos arguments are given in units of a module \TPHorizModule
and vpos is given in units of a module \TPVertModule. For example,

\begin{textblock}{20.5}(1.5, 2.5)
Some text

\end{textblock}
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will place a text box of width 20.5 × TPHorizModule so that its left upper
corner is placed 1.5 × TPHorizModule to the right and 2.5 × TPVertModule to
the bottom from the left upper corner of the poster.

We are going to set these units to 1cm by placing the following code in the
preamble

\setlength{\TPHorizModule}{1cm}
\setlength{\TPVertModule}{1cm}

A little trick that helps placing the text blocks is to define a grid over the page.
You can do so by loading the package eso-pic [5]

\usepackage[colorgrid,texcoord]{eso-pic}

This will produce something similar to Figure 2.
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Fermat’s last theorem

If an integer n is greater than 2, then the equation

a
n + b

n = c
n

has no solutions in non-zero integers a, b, and c.

Figure 2: Zoom of poster page with a grid

3 Brian Amberg’s poster template

Brian Amberg has created another class for posters in LATEX. This class presents
the advantage of creating the poster directly from small blocks with relative po-
sitioning. While it presents an easy way of creating posters, it leaves you less
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choice to customise what your poster looks like, and sometimes you will have to
edit the class file directly (always remembering to save it under a different name!)
in order to make changes. This class has to be used with pdfLATEX.

You can use it as usual

\documentclass[portrait,final]{baposter}

\begin{document}
\background{}

\begin{poster}{
<poster options>

}
Boxes definitions\ldots
\end{poster}

\end{document}

The command \background{} has to be defined just after the \begin{document}
and it lets you define a background for the poster. You can have a look at some
of the templates provided by Brian Amberg to see some examples.

Then you have to write down the poster environment where you select the
options for your poster. A typical example would be

\begin{poster}{
grid=no,
colspacing=0.7em,
color=orange,
colortwo=white,
textborder=roundedleft,
eyecatcher=no,
headerborder=none,
headershape=roundedright,
}

The possible options you can select are given in Table 5.
Once we have set the options for the poster, we begin writing the poster by

composing different text blocks that are introduce with the command headerbox
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Option Values Meaning
grid yes|no Shows a grid to help you place text boxes
colspacing numeric Defines the spacing between columns
color color value Color definition used as the main color

of the poster
colortwo color value The other color for gradient based lay-

outs
textborder none, rectangle,

rounded, ...
The style of the box around the text area

headerborder none, closed,
open

No extra border, full border around or
border that is open below for box header

headershape rectangle,
rounded,
roundedleft,
roundedright

Shape of the box-header region

Table 5: Options for poster command
.

\headerbox{title}{name and position}{content}

This command takes three arguments. The first and the third are respectively
the title and the content of the text block. In order to specify where the box will
be placed, we shall use the second argument.

Each box has a name and can be placed absolutely or relatively. To specify the
name we just write name=custom_name inside the second argument. This name
has to be unique.

Then, if you want to place the box in an absolute position, you will have give
the row and column number. By default, your poster will be divided into three
columns (this option can be changed by editing the class file). Thus,

\headerbox{Contribution}{name=contribution,column=0,row=0}{
content...

}

will place the text box named contribution in first column and first row. Remark
that first row and first column correspond to 0.
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But, you can also define a relative position. For example, to place a box just
under the one named contribution, write

\headerbox{Model}{name=model,column=0,below=contribution}{
some other text...

}

The possible choices for relative positioning are:
below= name of other node
above= name of other node
aligned= name of other node
bottomaligned= name of other node

You can even make the boxes to span several columns. For example

\headerbox{Results}{name=results,column=1,span=2,
below=results neutralization,above=funding}{

text...
}

will place a box named results that begins on second column and span to
the third, placed under the box results neutralization and above the box funding.
Remark that the referenced boxes have to be defined before.

By using this class, you can get pretty sofisticated posters like the one shown
in Figure 3.

4 Making big posters from smaller pages

One can decompose a big paper size poster into smaller ones. For example, we
could decompose one A3 poster into two A4 pages that may be printed normally
and then stick them together.

The idea is to use the package pdfpages and pdflatex. As an example, say that
we have one A3 poster of size 842× 1190 in bp, and we would like to print it in
two pages A4 of size 596× 842. See Figure 4.

To do so, we first save the A3 poster into the file input.pdf and then we write
into a file named, for example, make-a4-from-a3.tex the following
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Figure 3: A poster created by Brian Amberg
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842 bp

1190 bp

595 bp

595 bp

A4 sheet

A4 sheet
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(892,596)

Figure 4: Dividing one A3 into two A4

\documentclass[landscape,a4paper]{article}

\usepackage{pdfpages}

\begin{document}

\includepdf[viewport= 0 595 842 1190]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport= 0 0 842 595]{input.pdf}

\end{document}

We run pdfLATEX and we obtain the desired result in the file make-a4-from-a3.pdf
In a similar way, we can decompose one sheet of A0 into 16 sheets of A4, using

a file named, for example, make-a4-from-a0.tex, containing the following code:

\documentclass[a4paper]{article}
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\usepackage{pdfpages}
\begin{document}

% top row, left to right
\includepdf[viewport= 0 2526 596 3368]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport= 595 2526 1192 3368]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1190 2526 1788 3368]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1785 2526 2384 3368]{input.pdf}

% 2nd row, left to right
\includepdf[viewport= 0 1684 596 2526]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport= 595 1684 1192 2526]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1190 1684 1788 2526]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1785 1684 2384 2526]{input.pdf}

% 3rd row, left to right
\includepdf[viewport= 0 842 596 1684]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport= 595 842 1192 1684]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1190 842 1788 1684]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1785 842 2384 1684]{input.pdf}

% bottom row, left to right
\includepdf[viewport= 0 0 596 842]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport= 595 0 1192 842]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1190 0 1788 842]{input.pdf}
\includepdf[viewport=1785 0 2384 842]{input.pdf}

\end{document}

5 Conclusion

We have now seen some of the many options available to write posters in LATEX.
It is now up to you to decide which ones adjusts better to your needs. My advice
would be would be to play a bit with the a0poster class first as this is the simplest
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one and nearest to other classes like article. This class is especially suitable when
you have a rather fixed distribution of your poster in mind, combined or not with
the textpos package. Brian Amberg’s poster class is suitable when you are not
sure of the final distribution or when you want to easily modify the position of
the text boxes. But of course, the final choice is up to you.
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Abstract In clinical trials, forms are used to gather data which is then entered into a
database. Paper-based forms are still the standard for data collection, due to porta-
bility, stability, and storage considerations. In producing forms, SAS/IntrNet
(a SAS product which works with the Internet) is used to facilitate the entry of
information about participants in a clinical trial over the internet. Using LATEX,
the forms are then processed to produce a .pdf file. The .pdf is returned to the
requesting party using a return page on the web browser. The entire process takes
about 20 seconds. The system allows highly customized forms to be produced, in
which values are inserted into appropriate locations on the forms. LATEX is impor-
tant due to its superior scripting capabilities, while SAS provides a very flexible
database to pull information to be inserted into the forms, as well as providing a
method for scripting up the entire transaction. The code required for the process
and general approach is outlined.

Introduction

In the process of managing clinical trials, data are collected from subjects or participants
and then entered into a data management system. While some clinical trials use full on-line
data entry using computerized, on-line forms, these are uncommon as yet, since there is no
guarantee that the information is correctly entered nor that complete forms are obtained.
For these reasons, most clinical trials today continue to use paper forms for data collection.

Paper forms remain an excellent method for data collection. They are easily moved
from location to location, support a wide variety of types of data for entry, and can be
filled out by several persons at the same time under a variety of conditions. They can be
printed in multi-color or in monochrome, and can include illustrations if necessary. They
can be stored in many ways, including in binders, folders, and boxes. They can be placed



in long-term storage off-site. They can be copied into computerized photographic memory
using a scan process. Paper forms can be taken into locations that computers are still not
able to be used in (inside MR scan rooms, in damp environments, in very hot locations,
in situations in which a computer is at risk). In short, they offer great advantages for data
collection.

One important problem with packages of forms is the production, storage, and man-
agement of forms for large clinical experiments. When large clinical experiments are run,
the management of forms can be difficult. Different visits can have different sets of forms
for different types of data. In some cases, a particular form may have several versions, in
which some versions are appropriate for some visits, and other versions are appropriate
for other visits. The forms additionally often need specialized printing on them, which
is individually devised for each form separately and for each different individual. For in-
stance, samples are often tagged with accession numbers (a specific tracking number for
the particular sample), which is used to specifically track the processing, storage, avail-
ability, and location of the sample. The accession number must be maintained on the form
without error, because if the number is lost or misprinted, the sample is lost and will not
be able to be located in the future.

If forms are printed at the start of the trial, a very large number of forms will need
to be printed. In one trial which is managed by the Division of Biostatistics, the forms
needed for a single individual comprise more than 1000 pages. Printing all these forms in
a gang-printing fashion can be done, but would result in the requirement of setting aside
valuable office space for the storage of blank forms.

Internet-based data management

In the Division of Biostatistics of Washington University, we manage a number of clinical
trials over the web. One of the main database tools used in our Division for data manage-
ment is the SAS system (SAS Institute, Inc, 2008). This system includes data management
tools, a full-featured database system (non-relational), statistical tools, matrix manipula-
tion tools, and a variety of other components. One aspect of the SAS system of particular
note is the macro system, which is a tool for self-modification and generation of SAS
code from within the SAS system. The system also includes internet-management tools,
most notably the SAS/IntrNet suite of products. SAS/IntrNet includes a compo-
nent for receipt of form-based data (in which data can be stripped from HTML forms and
converted into SAS macro variables) and a component for serving pages to client browsers
(so that new form-based information can be transmitted from the SAS system running
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SAS/IntrNet to the requesting location for the transaction, which is done using address
information originally supplied on the original request).

For data management, a tool entitled the Web Data Management System (WDES;
Trinkaus et al. 2000, Thompson et al. 2002, Thompson 2003a, Thompson 2003b) is also
used. The WDES is a macro-based tool which works with the SAS system (SAS Institute,
Inc, 2008) to perform data management over the internet. The user in the system needs
to have a browser, generally Mozilla Firefox. The user navigates to a Division-supported
web portal page. Using this portal page, password-protected access to the system is made.
Data entry from users is done using the FORMS section of a normal HTML form, using free-
text entry into TEXT blanks, the selection of RADIO buttons, the checking of CHECKBOX
items, and the selection of values from SELECT lists. When the form returns to the Di-
vision of Biostatistics data system, the values entered into the form data items are con-
verted into SAS macro variable values by the SAS/IntrNet system. WDES functions
as “middle-ware” within the system, performing the process of moving the data from the
browser-CGI component into the SAS system in a standardized, consistent manner. Data
are returned to the user by the construction of appropriate web pages by the SAS system.

“Just-in-time” form printing

Form printing for a trial often requires a “just-in-time” (JIT) approach, where forms are
generated and then used within a short time in the life cycle of the trial. Using this ap-
proach, a participant who is due for an upcoming visit is selected, and forms are generated
and printed. The forms are then used within a short time, generally under a week. The
completed forms are then entered into the database, stored in a binder or other location,
and corrected as needed.

The problem with such forms is that the infrastructure to support the printing of them
is not easy to find or build. The tools for forms printing must be accessible for end users,
who are usually nurses, physicians, or others whose jobs involve working with patients,
not computers. Even for those who understand computer processing, the process of gen-
erating form is tedious and usually takes time. Additionally, forms must be prepared with
specific information printed on the form, in the correct location, and with the correct val-
ues. The forms need ID numbers or names. They also need other specific ID numbers,
dates, locations, and a variety of other types of information. Thus, what is required is a
system for preparing form packets for printing, with important information pre-populated
into the forms. The system must be easy to use, and must enable forms to be printed using
standard printers.
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One important idea is the notion of “scriptable” production methods. When documents
are produced, most people immediately conclude that Microsoft Word will be used (that
is, most people who do not read this journal). In using Word, the tool itself (MS Word)
must be used as the editor for the document. Each document must be produced by a time-
intensive process. Multiple documents can be produced from a single master using a “mail-
merge” methodology. For a more programming-type approach, programming languages
must be used. These include Microsoft Visual Basic (a scriptable interface to Microsoft
products) or the products of the TEX family can be chosen. The TEX family tools are
particularly useful and scriptable methods for document production.

The term “scriptable” indicates that the document production method can be run by a
script, which is a computer program that does not need human intervention, once it has
been initiated, to perform a task. Scriptable production methods involves writing the script
(possibly with various parameters for changing components to the document) and then
running the script at an appropriate time. In this way, a scriptable document production
system can produce documents during other processes, if the script can be run by the
overall meta-process system manager.

Using the SAS system, the notion of scriptable forms production is quite easy to im-
plement. A SAS program is composed of a string of database access commands, statis-
tical evaluations of data from the databases, and other commands. Included in the other
command set are commands which enable the user to “shell-out” or run commands at
the level of the underlying operating system upon which the SAS system is run. These
operating-system-level commands can be run in a synchronous or asynchronous manner.
Synchronous commands pass commands to the outside program which runs until it is fin-
ished, at which time control returns to the calling program. Asynchronous programs are
run by the generation of an additional copy of SAS which runs separately from the calling
program. The use of asynchronous methods is sometimes called “spawning a program”,
since the program that runs separately from the calling program is a separate and different
program, with all the advantages and disadvantages inherent in that approach.

A solution to the JIT problem

In order to produce forms in a simple, JIT, easy-to-use manner, several tools are needed:

– A database which stores the important information. The SAS system is used.
– Relevant forms set up in a compatible format. Forms are set up using the PostScript-

format.
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– A scriptable document production system. The LATEX system is used.
– An overall document scripting production engine for running the programs to pro-

vide forms. This entails an interface to the database, which can access relevant forms
as required, and can actively run the scripts to produce final documents. The SAS
system is used.

– a tool which can manage requests and serve information over the internet. The SAS
system is used.

The SAS system (SAS Institute, Inc, 2008) offers an excellent choice for the database,
the overall document scripting production engine, and the internet management tool. The
SAS system offers a full database (although it is not a relational database), with a fully fea-
tured toolset. It also offers a variety of scripting capabilities, in that the programs written
in the SAS language can be used to access SAS internal tools (for statistical processing,
reporting, analysis, and other related components), and can access operating system-level
tools such as external programs. In this way, the SAS program can be used to write a
script to run the scriptable manuscript production system in the LATEX system. In addition,
the SAS system offers a very high-level macro processing system, which is essentially a
method for self-modifying programs within the SAS system. Finally, the SAS/IntrNet
system offers functionality for InterNet information management.

Several toolsets are available within the LATEX system for forms preparation formats. In
particular, the document formats devised by the Adobe company (encapsulated PostScript,
.ps; portable document format, .pdf) are very useful. Encapsulated PostScript files
are simply regular PostScript files in which a bounding box command (a command which
defines the boundaries of the document in point values) has been added. These docu-
ment formats are widely supported, and have a variety of third-party support products.
These document production formats are also supported by browsers, so that a document
represented using the .pdf system can be displayed in a very highly formatted manner
within the browser. The fully-featured toolset (pstricks) in LATEX for the handling of
PostScript documents is quite useful. While pdftricks is also available, it is not cur-
rently as developed as pstricks, nor was it available when the methods described in
this paper were set up. Conversion utilities (ps2pdf) ensure that documents set up in one
system can be converted into the other, in a scriptable manner.
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Producing forms on the fly

As part of the data management system for the HALT-PKD clinical evaluation of ACE/AARB
medications for PKD, form packets are produced on the fly for participants for 20 different
visits. For the baseline visits, a packet involving more than 20 forms is produced, which
differ based on the condition. For later visits, form packets with varying numbers of forms
are produced.

Steps to forms packet production

The basic steps for forms packet production are as follows:

1. User accesses forms request page on WDES portal. Participant ID, visit, and visit
date are entered. Visit choice pre-populates forms selection, using JavaScript
methods stored in a JavaScript file linked to the forms packet page. If a given
form is not needed, it may be de-selected prior to packet production.

2. Forms request page is returned to the SAS system.
3. Forms generation process determines if accession numbers are required for the visit.

There are 2 basic types of accession numbers:

(a) Sample identification numbers: there are a number of different types of sam-
ples, which are all identified within the sample accession number dataset by a
series of index values; and

(b) MR scan identification numbers: There are three different types of MR scans,
identified by the accession number and scan type (MR, RBF, cardiac).

This is done by accessing the accession number database. Accession numbers are
obtained and converted into SAS macro variables.

4. The form generation process is performed by writing LATEX code to an external file.
The code includes:

(a) Header code for the entire process;
(b) Form code, if the form is to be added, which initiates a page, and inserts the

form;
(c) Code for the identification header;
(d) If the form is generated in a text-modified manner, code for inserted text;
(e) Completion text for the form; and
(f) Closing text to complete the packet.
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5. A second script file is constructed which contains the commands to run the LATEX
file is created.

6. The final .pdf file is moved to a location on the system which is associated with a
url address.

7. SAS then completes processing by writing a page which includes a link tag which
identifies the forms packet encoded as a .pdf file.

8. Page is returned to user for forms access. Forms may be examined, saved locally,
printed, or ignored.

Required LATEX packages

There are several basic packages used for the forms production process. These packages
are:

1. geometry: enables the dimensions of a page to be set in a simple interface.
2. graphicx: enables the import of graphical items.
3. times: use of the Times font family
4. eso-pic: adds pictures to the page. The picture can function as a wallpaper,

which is the basic mechanism for forms production. The picture is read in, using
the \AddToShipoutPicture command. All current picture values are flushed
using \ClearShipoutPicture.

5. pstricks, pstricks-add: The pstricks family offers a flexible method of
inserting graphical information into a file. The pspicture environment allows
graphical items (including text) to be inserted at any location on a page. Inside the
pspicture environment, the \rput command inserts text at a given location,
with optional choices about orientation.

6. \fbox, \parbox: This are standard box-making tools available in base LATEX.
\fbox produces a framed box. \parbox produces a paragraph box, which allows
full use of multiple lines in the box.

LATEX code for portrait form production

Using SAS and LATEX together, forms can be produced using the algorithm defined above.
The specific LATEX code required for the processing of a single portrait-oriented page for
a form is shown in Figure 1. In this code, we see several things:

1. Line 1: New page is generated. Each form is placed on a single page.
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2. Line 2: eso-pic package commands which clear any pictures from the picture
store.

3. Line 3-5: eso-pic package commands which adds new picture found in File
picfile.ps. This file must be an encapsulated PostScript file.

4. Lines 6-15: pspicture command block used to insert text into the picture space
for the form. For a normal portrait orientation of a form (taller rather than wider),
the specification shown is used. Landscape orientation form is shown in Figure 2.

5. Line 7: pspicture code to define the unit. Choices are 1in (inch), 1pt (point),
or 1cm (centimeter).

6. Line 8: pspicture code to insert text into the picture environment. The values
inside the parentheses defines the coordinates of the center of the box.

7. Line 9-14: Header text box printed to identify the form. A framebox is placed
around a paragraph box. The paragraph box allows multiple lines of text to be
inserted. The paragraph box as shown is 1.05 inch in height and 4 inch in length.
The paragraph box includes information about the participant ID Z1122334, visit
identification, spaces to write in the actual date, a reference date printed on the form,
and the form number. The paragraph box, frame box, and \rput commands are all
closed on Line 14 (3 separate boxes, and three separate close braces).

1 \newpage
2 \ClearShipoutPicture
3 \AddToShipoutPicture
4 {\includegraphics[natheight=11in,natwidth=8.5in]
5 {picfile.ps}}
6 \begin{pspicture}(0,0)(8.5,11)
7 \psset{unit=1in}
8 \rput(5.4,3.55) {
9 \fbox{\parbox[t][1.05in][t]{4in}{

10 \textbf{\LARGE HALT-PKD ID: Z1122334} \\
11 \textbf{Visit: Base} - \textbf{Date: ___/___/___} \\
12 \textbf{Form Date of Action: 6 / 13 / 2006 } \\
13 \textbf{Form Number 09 }
14 }}}
15 \end{pspicture}

Code Block 1: Code for form page production for one portrait-oriented page
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LATEX code for landscape forms with special values

The specific LATEX code required for the processing of a single landscape-oriented page
for a form is shown in Figure 2. Only differences will be discussed:

1. Line 3-5: eso-pic package commands which adds new picture found in File
picfile.ps. This file must be an encapsulated PostScript file. The
orientation of the form is redefined using the natheight and natwidth com-
mands. These commands define a landscape page, which is short and wide, rather
than tall and thin.

2. Lines 6-17: pspicture command block used to insert text into the picture space
for the form. The orientation is again defined by values of the pspicture com-
mand.

3. Lines 15-16: pspicture command block used to insert additional special text
into the form. This text is used, in this case, to insert special accession numbers into
specific locations on the form. Note, unfortunately, that these locations are specified
either by measuring the locations on the form with a ruler, or by using trial-and-error
methods. I have mostly used trial-and-error methods to identify the correct locations
on the form.

1 \newpage
2 \ClearShipoutPicture
3 \AddToShipoutPicture
4 {\includegraphics[natheight=8.5in,natwidth=11in]
5 {picfile.ps}}
6 \begin{pspicture}(0,0)(11,8.5)
7 \psset{unit=1in}
8 \rput(5.4,3.55) {
9 \fbox{\parbox[t][1.05in][t]{4in}{

10 \textbf{\LARGE HALT-PKD ID: Z1122334} \\
11 \textbf{Visit: Base} - \textbf{Date: ___/___/___} \\
12 \textbf{ Form Date of Action: 6 / 13 / 2006 } \\
13 \textbf{Form Number 09 }
14 }}}
15 \rput(2.6,0.38){\Large \textbf{AC \# 45038148}}
16 \rput(2.6,-2.70){\Large \textbf{AC \# 29548797}}
17 \end{pspicture}
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Code Block 2: Code for form page production for one landscape-oriented page

LATEX code for full document

The LATEX code required for the production of a packet of forms is shown in Figure 3. The
specific code for a specific form is shown in brief:

1. Line 1: Initiation of LATEX
2. Lines 2-3: Inclusion of packages
3. Lines 4-5: Dimension definitions using geometry
4. Lines 6-11: Body of the document
5. Lines 7-8: Optional inclusion of other file; a listing of the files and signing sheet for

overall packet are included in our project.
6. Lines 9-10: The code defined above in Figures 1 and 2 is included here.

1 \documentclass[dvips]{article}
2 \usepackage{geometry,graphicx,eso-pic,times}
3 \usepackage{xcolor,pifont,pstricks,pstricks-add}
4 \geometry{letterpaper,tmargin=0in,lmargin=0in}
5 \geometry{textheight=11in,textwidth=8.5in}
6 \begin{document}
7 \input file1
8 \input file2
9 CODE FOR FORM A - See Figure 1

10 CODE FOR FORM B - See Figure 2
11 \end{document}

Code Block 3: Code for form package production

Script file to process LATEX file

The LATEX file, as defined in Figures 1, 2, and 3, is processed using the script file shown
in Figure 4. Although each command can be run directly as a “shell-out” command, it is
better to write a script file, and then “shell-out” to process the script file.
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1 #!/bin/sh
2 /usr/bin/latex texfile
3 /usr/bin/latex texfile
4 /usr/bin/dvips -o texfile.ps texfile
5 /usr/bin/ps2pdf texfile.ps texfile.pdf

Code Block 4: Code for form package production

Producing a forms packet

The separate code blocks to produce forms packets are shown above in Code Blocks 1, 2,
3, and 4. The steps to the production of a forms packet are outlined above in the section
“Steps to forms packet production”. The final information needed is the SAS code needed
for forms packet production. The SAS code is shown in Code Block 5.

Here is a brief description of some of the code:

1. Lines 4: The LIBNAME statement defines a reference to the database location
2. Lines 8-13: Access database containing accession numbers. Using the function

PROC SYMPUT, create macro variables _an1 and _an2 to store these numbers.
When a macro variable is created, it can be “resolved” (variable reference replaced
by value) using the ampersand form.

3. Lines 17-43: The text used to create a forms packet containing one form is written a
text file for later processing. The FILE statement designates the file to be used. The
PUT statement writes information to that file.

4. Lines 34: This line writes variable information strings to the file, dependent on the
values stored in the macro variables. The macro variable &_haltid contains the
ID number of the person being processed. The value is stored in this macro variable
by the SAS/IntrNet system as the page is returned from the web browser. When
SAS encounters the ampersand form &_haltid, the name is replaced by the value;
this process is termed “macro resolution.” The SAS macro system is quite similar to
the LATEX system in the substitution process.

5. Lines 35, 36, 39, 40: These lines write variable information strings to the file
(&_visit, &_actd, &_actm, &_acty, &_an1, &_an2). These macro vari-
ables contain information either inserted by the SAS/IntrNet system, or by ac-
tions which occur earlier in the file production process. The process is similar to
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that on Line 34. The macro variables in Lines 39 and 40 were created in Lines 11
and 12 by CALL SYMPUT.

6. Lines 47-55: Create a script file to process the LATEX code. The latex command
is issued twice to clear unresolved issues from the aux file. The dvips command
converts the result into a .ps file. The ps2pdf command converts the .ps file
into a .pdf file. The final command moves the file to a URL-addressable location.

7. Lines 60-61: Set permissions and process script file. The command X "command"
executes the command in the quotes at the operating system level.

8. Lines 65-90: Create and return the page containing the reference to the .pdf file.
Note the mix of single and double quotes; there are always difficulties with quoting.

9. Line 66: Send the page back to the pre-set destination _WEBOUT. This is a special
SAS file reference, which uses the current URL to return the page to the originating

1 /* ***************************************************** */
2 /* SAS symbolic directory name */
3 /* ***************************************************** */
4 LIBNAME HPKD "/users/data/halt";
5 /* ***************************************************** */
6 /* Read resource file and convert accession */
7 /* numbers to macros */
8 /* ***************************************************** */
9 DATA _NULL_;

10 SET HPKD.ACCNFORM;
11 WHERE (HALTID = "&_haltid");
12 IF (SAMP = 2) THEN CALL SYMPUT("_an1",PUT(ACCN,8.));
13 IF (SAMP = 3) THEN CALL SYMPUT("_an2",PUT(ACCN,8.));
14 RUN;
15 /* ***************************************************** */
16 /* Create file containing LaTeX code to produce */
17 /* forms packet */
18 /* ***************************************************** */
19 DATA _NULL_;
20 FILE "/users/halt/scripts/texfile.tex";
21 PUT "\documentclass[dvips]{article}";
22 PUT "\usepackage{geometry,graphicx,eso-pic,times}";
23 PUT "\usepackage{xcolor,pifont,pstricks,pstricks-add}";
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24 PUT "\geometry{letterpaper,tmargin=0in,lmargin=0in}";
25 PUT "\geometry{textheight=11in,textwidth=8.5in}";
26 PUT "\begin{document}";
27 PUT "\newpage";
28 PUT "\ClearShipoutPicture";
29 PUT "\AddToShipoutPicture";
30 PUT "{\includegraphics[natheight=8.5in,natwidth=11in]";
31 PUT "{picfile.ps}}";
32 PUT "\begin{pspicture}(0,0)(11,8.5)";
33 PUT "\psset{unit=1in}";
34 PUT "\rput(5.4,3.55) {";
35 PUT "\fbox{\parbox[t][1.05in][t]{4in}{";
36 PUT "\textbf{\LARGE HALT-PKD ID: &_haltid}\\";
37 PUT "\textbf{Visit: &_visit - Date:___/___/___}\\";
38 PUT "\textbf{Form Date of Action:&_actm/&_actd/
39 &_acty}\\";
40 PUT "\textbf{Form Number 09 } ";
41 PUT "}}}";
42 PUT "\rput(2.6,0.38){\Large \textbf{AC \# &_an1}}";
43 PUT "\rput(2.6,-2.70){\Large \textbf{AC \# &_an2}}";
44 PUT "\end{pspicture}";
45 PUT "\end{document}";
46 RUN;
47 /* ************************************************** */
48 /* Produce script file for subsequent processing */
49 /* ************************************************** */
50 DATA _NULL_; * Make file for forms packet script;
51 FILE "/users/halt/scripts/curscript";
52 PUT "#!/bin/sh";
53 PUT "/usr/bin/latex texfile";
54 PUT "/usr/bin/latex texfile";
55 PUT "/usr/bin/dvips -o texfile.ps texfile";
56 PUT "/usr/bin/ps2pdf texfile.ps texfile.pdf";
57 PUT "cp texfile.pdf /users/public/forms";
58 RUN;
59
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60 /* **************************************************** */
61 /* Set script file with proper permissioning, and */
62 /* execute script */
63 /* file from within SAS */
64 /* **************************************************** */
65 x "chmod 550 curscript"; * Set permission to executable ;
66 x "curscript";
67 /* **************************************************** */
68 /* Prepare web page and transmit to calling program */
69 /* **************************************************** */
70 DATA _NULL_;
71 FILE _WEBOUT; * _WEBOUT is special
72 * web-destination name;
73 PUT ’<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD
74 HTML 4.0//EN">’;
75 PUT ’<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Forms Processing -
76 HALT-PKD</TITLE>’;
77 PUT ’<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript" ’
78 ’SRC="/haltpkd/java/mainjava.js"></SCRIPT>’;
79 PUT ’<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript" ’
80 ’SRC="/haltpkd/java/formjava.js" ></SCRIPT>’;
81 PUT ’<LINK REL=STYLESHEET type="text/css" ’
82 ’HREF="/haltpkd/css/maincss.css"></LINK>’;
83 PUT "</HEAD><BODY>";
84 PUT ’<FORM ACTION="/cgi-bin/haltpkd/broker" ’
85 ’METHOD="POST" name="formform">’;
86 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_brkname" ’
87 ’VALUE="/cgi-bin/haltpkd/broker">’;
88 PUT "<BR>";
89 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_program"
90 VALUE="xpkdtn.fl.sas">’;
91 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_service"
92 VALUE="haltpkd">’;
93 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_debug" VALUE="0">’;
94 PUT ’<input TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_prtype"
95 VALUE="2">’;
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96 PUT "<H3>HALT-PKD: ID &_haltid, Visit
97 &_visit</H3><BR>";
98 PUT "<H3>Current forms package</H3><BR>";
99 PUT ’<A HREF="/haltpkd/forms/rF8801952_F21.pdf">’;

100 PUT "Forms packet in PDF format</A><BR><BR>";
101 PUT "</FORM></BODY></HTML>";
102 RUN;

Code Block 5: SAS Code for overall packet production

Conclusions

Methods for management of forms packet production over the web require the integration
of technologies for database management, text production, and web technologies. The
entire process must be integrated together using a scripting tool that can facilitate the three
components noted above. The SAS system provides a convenient platform for all of the
components except the text production. The text production component can be nicely
managed using LATEX and documents encoded using the encapsulated PostScript format.
Using the scripting capabilities of the SAS system, the entire process of

1. making a request for a forms packet;
2. getting information from a database to support the request;
3. producing the code to make the forms packet;
4. producing the code to run the forms packet code; and
5. returning the final forms packet to the requesting user

can be accomplished within a single program, in real time.
Although it is difficult to demonstrate the use of this system in a text document, the

system for the HALT-PKD trial was used to generate a number of forms packets. Time for
forms packet generation is shown in Table 1 below.
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Packet Pages Forms Specials Seconds
1 40 21 9 56
2 2 1 0 25
3 25 13 0 38
4 37 19 9 48

Table 1: Time for forms packet generation
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LATEX, PostScript, and SAS to produce barcode label
sheets
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Abstract In clinical trials, it is often necessary to print labels with barcodes to identify samples.
The availability of open-source tools for barcode management is still somewhat limited.
Until recently, no LATEX tools existed for the manipulation and encoding of barcodes.
Using direct PostScript, barcode can be defined for strings to be printed on labels. Using
LATEX the labels can be queued up into appropriate sizes for specific label sheets, and
tnen converted into .pdf files. Using SAS, the label sheets can be ordered in a web
environment, queued up into appropriate files, and returned to users in a printable file.

Introduction

In the process of managing clinical trials, it is necessary to collect a variety of types of samples
from participants. These samples might include blood, serum, plasma, and genetic samples, and
tissues from biopsies. The types are limited only by the needs of the particular research project.

When samples are obtained, they must be processed. The samples are first placed into some
container, which is labeled using an adhesive label which includes a barcode. The vial is then
handled in a variety of ways, including heating, freezing, shaking, spinning, centrifuging, and
others. The label is often very important. Such labels must include many types of information,
including, but not limited to, the date of collection, the special number identifying the sample (the
accession number), and other information as required by the protocol.

Once the sample is obtained, it is transfered into the special vial required for storage, and the
label is applied immediately. This is required since many samples must be stored at very cold
temperatures (−70 deg F in many cases). If the sample is not labeled before storage, it is often not
possible to add the label, due to the adhesives; they stick fine when applied at room temperature, but
have a great problem with adherence when applied directly to sample vials already at the storage
temperature of −70 deg.

The production of label sheets in a timely, speedy manner is really important. For this reason,
use of the internet for data management, as is done in the Division of Biostatistics, Washington
University School of Medicine, needs to include the production of sheets of labels. The internet
facilitates the distribution of information from the central data management location to distant
locales.

In managing the trial, different visits can have sheets of labels for different types of samples.
If these sheets are printed at the start of the trial, a very large number of such sheets will need to



be printed, filed, retained, tracked, and managed over the course of the trial. In one trial which
is managed by the Division of Biostatistics (the HALT-PKD trial), there are 8 sheets of labels
needed for a single individual, which need to be printed over a 7 year period. If all these sheets
were printed in a gang-printing fashion at the start, it would pose a storage challenge to retain
these sheets. Some would, in the vicissitudes of time, be lost, and need to be replaced. So, for
these many reasons, printing the sheets of labels in a “just-in-time” manner is the most sensible
approach for the management of the labels.

One approach to the production of labels with barcoded information uses LATEX, SAS, and
direct PostScript coding to produce such labels. This discussion demonstrates the manner of pro-
ducing such labels, and introduces a new pstricks style, pst-barcode, which also can be
used to do the process. This style, written in 2005, was not available when the barcoding process
discussed in this paper was first devised, so this can be considered an update.

The basic approach to internet-based data management is described in a companion article
(Thompson, 2008). In that discussion, the basic notions of internet data management using SAS
and the SAS/IntrNet suite of products are described. The Web Data Entry System (WDES;
Trinkaus et al. 2000, Thompson et al. 2002, Thompson 2003a, Thompson 2003b) is described as
well. Using SAS and the WDES, the process of requesting both forms and labels can be supported
using a well-developed infrastructure. The essential component to this approach is a scripting sys-
tem which fulfills the function of both accessing information stored in some database system, form-
ing up the printed information using a system which can be scripted (set up in a batch-processing
mode). This function is fulfilled by the SAS system.

“Just-in-time” label sheet printing

Printing of sheets of labels for a trial often requires a “just-in-time” approach, where sheets of
labels are generated, printed, and used within a short time in the life cycle of the trial. Using
this approach, a participant who is due for an upcoming visit is selected, and sheets of labels are
generated and printed. The labels are then used within a day or two, as samples are drawn and
processed into storage vials.

The problem with the generation of labels is that the infrastructure to support the printing of
them is not easy to find or build. To add to the complexity of the issues involved with forms printing
(as discussed in Thompson, 2008), the labels generation process has the additional proble of the
lack of generally available barcode production tools. Barcode tools are available from commercial
tools, but these are often consequently expensive.

PostScript production of barcodes

PostScript is a language for document presentation, production, and dissemination. It is far less
accessible than is LATEX, although the two approaches to document preparation are quite similar
to one another, since the level of coding is quite low in PostScript. PostScript is to LATEX as as-
sembler language is to Fortran. PostScript is the primitive while LATEX is the high-level production
language.
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Production of sheets of labels

As part of the data management system for the HALT-PKD clinical evaluation of ACE/AARB
medications for PKD, form packets are produced on the fly for participants for 20 different visits.
For the baseline visits, a forms packet is produced with 2 sheets of labels, where each sheet has 36
labels; the second sheet has only a few spots printed. For later visits, form packets are produced
with one or two sheets of labels. In many visits, no labels are printed.

Steps to sheets of labels packet production

The basic steps for production of sheets of labels are as follows:

1. User accesses forms request page on WDES portal. Participant ID, visit, and visit date are
entered. Visit choice pre-populates forms selection, using JavaScript methods stored in
a JavaScript file linked to the forms packet page. If a given form is not needed, it may
be de-selected prior to packet production. Certain forms, if necessary for a visit, result in
the generation of accession numbers, and consequently result in the generation of bar-coded
labels.

2. Forms selection, with consequent label generation requirements, returns to the system.
3. Forms generation process determines if sample accession numbers are required for the visit.

This is done by accessing the accession number database. Accession numbers are obtained
and converted into SAS macro variables.

4. SAS macro program for generation of labels and printing them on sheets of labels is run.
The information to be printed on the barcoded label sheets of labels is stored as values of
macro variables, as are the ID numbers, dates, visits, and accession numbers. A file to build
the sheet of barcoded labels is built by writing LATEX code to a file, as follows:

(a) Header code for the entire process;
(b) LATEX command macros to print the accession number and various types of printed

text;
(c) Closing text to complete the page.

5. A second script file is constructed which contains the commands to process the LATEX file to
the output .pdf file.

6. The final .pdf file is moved to a location on the system which is associated with a url
address.

7. SAS then completes processing by writing a page which includes a link tag which identifies
the forms packet encoded as a .pdf file.

8. Page is returned to user for forms access. Forms may be examined, saved locally, printed, or
ignored.

9. SAS then completes processing by writing a page which includes a link tag which identifies
the sheets of labels encoded as a .pdf file.

10. Page is returned to user for access to sheets of labels. Sheets of labels may be examined,
saved locally, printed, or ignored.
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Required LATEX packages

There are several basic packages used for the sheets of labels production process. These packages
are:

1. geometry: enables the dimensions of a page to be set in a simple interface.
2. pstricks, pstricks-add: The pstricks family offers a flexible method of inserting

graphical information into a file. The pspicture environment allows graphical items (in-
cluding text) to be inserted at any location on a page. Inside the pspicture environment,
the \rput command inserts text at a given location, with optional choices about orientation.

3. pst-barcode: The pst-barcode substyle produces barcode output.
4. lscape: Produces landscape-oriented pages.

It is always possible to write barcode-generating code by writing PostScript code which per-
forms the task at hand. With PostScript, this can be difficult, since the language is not particularly
clear, and is at this time somewhat antequated. Thus, it is far more convenient to use a LATEX style
such as pstricks, with the associated substyle pst-barcode, to perform the task.

pst-barcode code

The pstricks base style and associated pstricks-related style pst-barcode offer a flex-
ible approach to the construction of barcode blocks. Using this style, a large number of basic
barcode representations can be handled by simple commands. Code block 1 shows the required
code for barcodes of the “code39” or “code 3 of 9” format. In this case, text is presented using
a block .75 in long, .5 in high. By default, the presented code is encoded with “*” symbols before
and after the string, which are suppressed with hidestars.

1 \psbarcode{text}{width=.75 inkspread=1 hidestars height=.5}%
2 {code39}

Code Block 1: Code for form page production for one portrait-oriented page

LATEX code for label sheet production

Using SAS, PostScript, and LATEXtogether, sheets of labels can be produced using the algorithm
defined above. The specific LATEXcode required for the processing of a single sheet of labels page
is shown in Figure 2. In this code, we see several things:

1. Line 1-6: Initialization of LATEXjob, including package specification. geometry statements
define a full page (8.5 in × 11 in) for use. Start up document processing. Converts orienta-
tion from portrait to landscape.

2. Line 7: Set several conditions.
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3. Lines 9-14: LATEX command defined which creates a single label. Options can easily be
manipulated in this approach, since changing values in this single command definition de-
fines all implementations of the command usage. In this implementation, the label to be
converted into the barcode representation is also printed in the first line below the barcode.
The \parbox specification defines a box with a defined width (92 pt) and heigth (96 pt) for
a consistent presentation. Additionally, there is a LATEX-defined skip between elements, and
a LATEX-defined skip between rows. The specification of the barcode block height and width
(specified in the \psbarcode command options) and label height and width are defined by
trial-and-error.

4. Line 17-51: A single page of labels is defined. The label sheet has 6 rows and 6 columns.
Each column is defined by the width specification of the \parbox, and each row is defined
by the height specification of the \parbox.

5. Line 52: Generate new page
6. Line 53-63: Second page of labels is defined. This page is not complete.
7. Lines 64-65: Complete file

1 \documentclass[letterpaper,10pt]{article}
2 \usepackage{geometry,pstricks,pst-barcode,lscape}
3 \geometry{letterpaper,tmargin=29pt,lmargin=1pt}
4

5 \begin{document}
6 \begin{landscape}
7 \pagestyle{empty} \footnotesize \newcommand{\spc}{20pt}
8

9 \newcommand{\ebxset}[7]{
10 \hspace*{#6}
11 \parbox[t][96pt][l]{92pt}{
12 \begin{pspicture}(3,.75in)
13 \psbarcode{#1}{width=.875 inkspread=1 hidestars height=.23}%
14 {code39}
15 \end{pspicture} \vspace*{2pt} \\ #1 \\ #2 \\ #3 \\ #4 \\ #5} }
16

17 \noindent
18 \ebxset{31027004}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
19 \ebxset{31027004-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
20 \ebxset{31027004-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
21 \ebxset{31027004-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
22 \ebxset{31027004-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
23 \ebxset{31027004-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc} \\
24 \ebxset{71027444}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
25 \ebxset{71027444-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
26 \ebxset{71027444-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
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27 \ebxset{71027444-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
28 \ebxset{71027444-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
29 \ebxset{71027444-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc} \\
30 \ebxset{44332211}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
31 \ebxset{44332211-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
32 \ebxset{44332211-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
33 \ebxset{44332211-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
34 \ebxset{44332211-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
35 \ebxset{44332211-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc} \\
36 \ebxset{68754231}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
37 \ebxset{68754231-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
38 \ebxset{68754231-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
39 \ebxset{68754231-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
40 \ebxset{68754231-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
41 \ebxset{68754231-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc} \\
42 \ebxset{97860975}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
43 \ebxset{97860975-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
44 \ebxset{97860975-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
45 \ebxset{97860975-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
46 \ebxset{97860975-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
47 \ebxset{97860975-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc} \\
48 \ebxset{35353421}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
49 \ebxset{35353421-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
50 \ebxset{35353421-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
51 \ebxset{35353421-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
52 \ebxset{35353421-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
53 \ebxset{35353421-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
54 \newpage
55 \noindent
56 \ebxset{65353421}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
57 \ebxset{65353421-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
58 \ebxset{65353421-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
59 \ebxset{65353421-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
60 \ebxset{65353421-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
61 \ebxset{65353421-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc} \\
62 \ebxset{83353421}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}
63 \ebxset{83353421-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
64 \ebxset{83353421-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}
65 \end{landscape}
66 \end{document}

Code Block 2: Code to produce label sheets in LATEX
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Script file to process LATEXfile

The LATEX file, as defined in Figures 1 and 2, is processed using the script file shown in Code Block
3. Although each command can be run directly as a “shell-out” command, it is better to write a
script file, and then “shell-out” to process the script file. This allows the user to check for errors
by running the command file separately from the system, when things do not work correctly. This
allows for much easier debugging.

1 #!/bin/sh
2 cd /users/pkdtn/IntrNet/sasfiles/forms/setup
3 ’mv’ mactest_XX_F5.tex hmactest_XX_F5.tex
4 ’rm’ mactest_XX_F5.*
5 ’cp’ hmactest_XX_F5.tex /users/pkdtn/private_html/forms/
6 mactest_XX_F5.tex
7 ’cp’ bmactest*.ps /users/pkdtn/private_html/forms
8 cd /users/pkdtn/private_html/forms
9 /usr/bin/latex mactest_XX_F5

10 /usr/bin/latex mactest_XX_F5
11 /usr/bin/dvips -o mactest_XX_F5.ps mactest_XX_F5
12 /usr/bin/ps2pdf mactest_XX_F5.ps gXX_F5.pdf
13 chmod 777 /users/pkdtn/private_html/forms/gXX_F5.pdf

Code Block 3: Code for form package production

Producing a sheet of labels

The code to produce a sheet of labels is shown above in Figures 1,2, and 3. The steps to the
production of a sheets of labels packet are shown above in the section “Steps to sheets of labels
packet production”. The final information needed is the SAS code needed for sheets of labels
packet production. The SAS code is shown in Figure 4.

Here is a brief description of some of the code:

1. Lines 4: The LIBNAME statement defines a reference to the database location
2. Lines 8-13: Access database containing accession numbers. Using the function PROC

SYMPUT, create macro variables _an1 and _an2 to store these numbers. When a macro
variable is created, it can be “resolved” (variable reference replaced by value) using the
ampersand form.

3. Line 20: Start-up information for the barcode sheet is stored in a file. This file is used to
initiate the barcode processing.

4. Lines 21-34: Label specifications are written out to the file. The FILE statement designates
the file to be used. The PUT statement writes information to that file. The commands contain
the specification &_an1 and &_an2, which converts the macro variable specifications to the
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values stored in the macro variables (this process is termed “macro resolution”). The trailing
“.” is the macro variable delimiter, and is eliminated during the macro resolution process.

5. Lines 35-39: Complete file for LATEX processing.
6. Lines 43-50: Create a script file to process the LATEXcode. Generally it is best to use absolute

paths rather than relative paths to ensure that the system uses the correct version of the
program, and that no issues arise about location of programs.

7. Lines 55-56: Set permissions and process script file. The command X "command" exe-
cutes the command in the quotes at the operating system level.

8. Lines 60-82: Create and return the page containing the reference to the .pdf file. The
_webout specification indicates that the html file being created is returned to the originat-
ing user.

1 /* ********************************************************** */
2 /* SAS symbolic directory name */
3 /* ********************************************************** */
4 LIBNAME HPKD "/users/data/halt";
5 /* ********************************************************** */
6 /* Read resource file and convert accession numbers to macros */
7 /* ********************************************************** */
8 DATA _NULL_;
9 SET HPKD.ACCNFORM;

10 WHERE (HALTID = "&_haltid");
11 IF (SAMP = 2) THEN CALL SYMPUT("_an1",PUT(ACCN,8.));
12 IF (SAMP = 3) THEN CALL SYMPUT("_an2",PUT(ACCN,8.));
13 RUN;
14 /* ********************************************************** */
15 /* Create file containing PostScript code to produce sheet */
16 /* Copy macro file from barmacs.ps to current file */
17 /* Add new lines */
18 /* Complete file with terminus lines */
19 /* ********************************************************** */
20 x "cp /users/halt/scripts/barmacs.tex gXX.tex";
21 DATA _NULL_;
22 FILE "/users/halt/scripts/gXX.tex" MOD;
23 PUT "\ebxset{&_an1.}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}";
24 PUT "\ebxset{&_an1.-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
25 PUT "\ebxset{&_an1.-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
26 PUT "\ebxset{&_an1.-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
27 PUT "\ebxset{&_an1.-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
28 PUT "\ebxset{&_an1.-E}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}\\";
29 PUT "\ebxset{&_an2.}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{1pt}";
30 PUT "\ebxset{&_an2.-A}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
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31 PUT "\ebxset{&_an2.-B}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
32 PUT "\ebxset{&_an2.-C}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
33 PUT "\ebxset{&_an2.-D}{Line2}{Line3}{Line4}{Line5}{\spc}";
34 RUN;
35 DATA _NULL_;
36 FILE "/users/halt/scripts/gXX.tex" MOD;
37 PUT "\end{landscape}";
38 PUT "\end{document}";
39 RUN;
40 /* ********************************************************** */
41 /* Produce script file for subsequent processing */
42 /* ********************************************************** */
43 DATA _NULL_; * Make file for sheets of labels packet script;
44 FILE "/users/halt/scripts/curscript";
45 PUT "#!/bin/sh";
46 PUT "/usr/bin/latex gXX";
47 PUT "/usr/bin/latex gXX";
48 PUT "/usr/bin/dvips -o gXX.ps texfile";
49 PUT "/usr/bin/ps2pdf gXX.ps gXX.pdf";
50 RUN;
51 /* ********************************************************** */
52 /* Set script file with proper permissioning, and execute */
53 /* script file from within SAS */
54 /* ********************************************************** */
55 x "chmod 550 curscript"; * Set permission to executable ;
56 x "curscript";
57 /* ********************************************************** */
58 /* Prepare web page and transmit to calling program */
59 /* ********************************************************** */
60 DATA _NULL_;
61 FILE _WEBOUT; _WEBOUT is special web-destination name;
62 PUT ’<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">’;
63 PUT ’<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Label Sheet</TITLE>’;
64 PUT ’<SCRIPT SRC="/haltpkd/java/mainjava.js"></SCRIPT>’;
65 PUT ’<SCRIPT SRC="/haltpkd/java/formjava.js" ></SCRIPT>’;
66 PUT ’<LINK HREF="/haltpkd/css/maincss.css"></LINK>’;
67 PUT "</HEAD><BODY>";
68 PUT ’<FORM ACTION="/cgi-bin/haltpkd/broker" ’
69 ’METHOD="POST" name="formform">’;
70 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_brkname" ’
71 ’VALUE="/cgi-bin/haltpkd/broker">’;
72 PUT "<BR>";
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73 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_program"
74 VALUE="frmmain.sas">’;
75 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_service" VALUE="haltpkd">’;
76 PUT ’<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_debug" VALUE="0">’;
77 PUT ’<input TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="_prtype" VALUE="2">’;
78 PUT "<H3>HALT-PKD Participant: ID &_haltid,
79 Visit &_visit</H3><BR>";
80 PUT "<H3>Current sheets of labels package</H3><BR>";
81 PUT ’<A HREF="/haltpkd/sheets of labels/gXX.pdf">’;
82 PUT "Sheets Of Labels packet in PDF format</A><BR><BR>";
83 PUT "</FORM></BODY></HTML>";
84 RUN;

Code Block 4: SAS Code for overall packet production

Conclusions

Methods for management of production of sheets of labels over the web require the integration of
technologies for database management, text production, and web technologies. The entire process
must be integrated together using a scripting tool that can facilitate the three components noted
above. The SAS system provides a convenient platform for all of the components except the text
production. The text production component can be nicely managed using LATEXand documents
encoded using the encapsulated PostScript format. Using the scripting capabilities of the SAS
system, the entire process of

1. making a request for a sheet of labels;
2. getting information from a database to support the request;
3. producing the code to make the sheets of labels; and
4. returning the final sheets of labels packet to the requesting user

can be accomplished within a single program, in real time. Timing estimates are shown in Thomp-
son (2008).
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Abstract This article introduces plasTeX, a software package for converting LaTeX
documents to other markup languages. It begins with usage details in-
cluding examples of how to create HTML and DocBook XML from LaTeX
sources. Then, it describes development details: how plasTeX works and
how developers can use it to create or extend a publishing workflow in
a production setting. Finally, it ends with some examples of customizing
the parser and renderer as well as suggestions of how others can con-
tribute to this open source project.

1 Overview

plasTeX is an open source software package that converts LaTeX documents to
other document formats such as HTML and XML. It is written in Python and is
available on SourceForge under the MIT license. See section 5 for links to more
information.

plasTeX converts a LaTeX document in two stages. First, it tokenizes and
parses the LaTeX source following rules similar to those of the actual TeX tok-
enizer and macro processor. At this stage the document exists internally as an
ordered data structure called a document object model (DOM). Second, plasTeX
applies a rendering template to that data structure to create the final output. This
second stage can be repeated several times to create multiple output formats from
a single parsing stage.

The following diagram shows how a document is transformed from LaTeX to
another markup language.



Figure 1: plasTeX Converts LaTeX to Multiple Output Formats

The core of plasTeX is the tokenizing/parsing engine. plasTeX understands
the content of a source document through its access to actual LaTeX packages
and Python classes. All built-in LaTeX macros are defined as Python classes in
plasTeX.

As plasTeX reads the source file, it must understand each macro it encounters.
If a Python class exists that matches the name of the macro, that class definition
is used. If a matching Python class is not found, plasTeX searches for the actual
LaTeX package macro and expands it before continuing with the source document.
plasTeX also expands macros defined within your document.

Renderers can be plugged in as back-ends. Several renderers are bundled
with plasTeX; if a custom output format is needed, it is straightforward to write
a custom renderer. Users who create custom renderers can easily share them
with others through the plaTeX SourceForge site. For example, BrlTeX generates
Braille output from LaTeX sources (see section 5 a link to more information).

Out of the box, plasTeX cannot convert every LaTeX document. However,
using inheritance techniques described in section 3.4, the system can be modified
to produce reasonable output from almost any document.
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Professional document producers, casual end users, and programmers use dif-
ferent methods of working with plasTeX. This article first describes the command-
line interface to plasTeX to show how plasTeX can be used as is. Later it discusses
customization methods for documents with “special needs”.

1.1 Command Line Interface

The user interface for plasTeX is the plastex command. To convert a LaTeX doc-
ument to XHTML using all of the defaults, type the following on the command
line, where mylatex.tex is the name of your LaTeX file:

plastex mylatex.tex

The plastex command has several options1 to help you control the rendered
output. Some important optional capabilities are listed below:

– selectable output format (HTML, DocBook XML, and so on)

– generation of multiple or single output files. The automatic splitting of files
can be configured by section level or controlled programmatically.

– image generation for portions of the document that cannot be easily ren-
dered in a particular output format (for example, equations in HTML)

– post-processing hooks for simple customization

– configurable input and output encodings

– selectable themes

One of the most powerful options is the theme selection. A theme is a set of
templates that plasTeX uses during rendering to give your documents a different
“look and feel.” The following example shows how to specify a theme from the
command line.

plastex --theme=plain mylatex.tex

The theme alters the appearance and behavior of your HTML documents (to
match a corporate style for example). Themes are especially powerful when cou-
pled with CSS style files. plasTeX provides the following themes which can be
used as a guide to quickly create custom themes:

1. You can enter the plastex command with no arguments to get help on its options and usage.
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default full-featured theme with navigation bars, style information, and bread-
crumbs.

python a variant of the default theme which renders the look and feel of the
standard Python documentation.

plain bare-bones theme, intended for those who prefer to use pure CSS styles
with plain HTML for complete separation of style and content.

minimal specialty theme, intended for special cases when segments of HTML are
needed for copying and pasting. Contains no navigation.

For more information about themes, see section 3.5.

1.2 Mathematics

As plasTeX parses a LaTeX document, it creates document data and keeps track of
the original source. This means that, after parsing, plasTeX has two ways to access
each document element: as part of the document data or as the LaTeX source
from which the element came. This is important when dealing with equations or
picture environments that might not have corresponding markup in the output
format (HTML, for example).

plasTeX uses an imager (dvipng by default) to create images of document
elements that cannot be produced otherwise. Several imagers are available in
plasTeX; any program that can be used to convert LaTeX math into an output
format can be used.

When plasTeX converts LaTeX to DocBook XML, both the image and the LaTeX
source are used in the final document. See section 2.2 for an example.

1.3 Languages and Encoding Support

plasTeX comes bundled with translated terms for document elements in the fol-
lowing languages: Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portugese, and Spanish. It
also includes three variants of English: American, Australian, and British.

You can use your own translated terms by specifying a local translation file.
These custom terms are substituted into the output document during the render-
ing stage.
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plasTeX can read and write the same encodings as Python itself. For example,
it is a simple process to read LaTeX encoded as Latin-2 and write the output
format as UTF-8. The output encoding is independent of the format; that is, all
output formats support all encodings.

With its encoding support and XML output, plasTeX can play a critical role
when producing documents in multiple languages. Figure 2 shows a possible
workflow.

Figure 2: Producing Documentation in Multiple Languages using plasTeX

Suppose a document is authored in English LaTeX using Latin-1 encoding,
final documents are needed in both English and Korean, and that the translators
are unfamiliar with LaTeX or possess translation memory in XML format. In such
a situation, you can use plasTeX to convert the LaTeX Latin-1 source document
to DocBook XML in UTF-8 encoding. Translators can then work with the XML
document and return it in the new language. Off-the-shelf tools then convert the
DocBook document to produce a final output document in the new language (see
section 2.2 for more information on the DocBook output).

1.4 Supported LaTeX Packages

plasTeX defines all built-in LaTeX macros, as well as some of the more popular
packages. The following shows some of these supported packages.
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alltt float keyval subfig
amsmath graphicx lipsum textcomp
changebar hyperref longtable url
color ifthen natbib wrapfig

2 Usage

To get started with plasTeX, you need the following:

– Python distribution 2.4 or later

– plasTeX distribution

– Python Imaging Library

– LaTeX distribution

The Python Imaging Library and the LaTeX distribution are used together to
create images for the rendered document (for example, math images in HTML)

2.1 HTML

Figure 3 displays the default HTML output generated by converting the well-
known sample2e.tex file. The command to generate the output is:

plastex sample2e.tex
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Figure 3: Default Output with HTML Renderer

An added bonus with plasTeX HTML generation is that it generates supple-
mental files so you can easily create further processed HTML, such as Windows
compiled help, EclipseHelp, and JavaHelpTM. Any of these formats can be pro-
duced by downloading the free compiler for the corresponding format and in-
voking it with the files generated by plasTeX. For links to downloads, see section
5.

Windows compiled help (CHM) is easily generated with Microsoft® HTML
Help Workshop:
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Figure 4: Windows Compiled Help View

JavaHelp is generated with the hsviewer available from Sun Microsystems®.
The following command creates the JavaHelp output, where documentname.hs is
a supplemental file created by plasTeX during HTML conversion:

java -jar path_to_hsviewer.jar -helpset documentname.hs
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Figure 5: JavaHelp View

2.2 DocBook XML

plasTeX can produce DocBook 4.5 XML from many LaTeX documents. How-
ever, not all the elements available in DocBook have corresponding LaTeX macros.
Although plasTeX handles much of the mapping, some customization might be-
come necessary for documents with complex formatting or processing needs. Sec-
tion 3 describes this type of customization.

To convert a LaTeX document to DocBook XML, type the following on the
command line, where mylatex.tex is the name of your LaTeX file.

plastex --filename=mylatex.xml mylatex.tex

The option –filename=mylatex.xml specifies that the XML output be generated
in a single file called mylatex.xml.
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The following figure displays a view of the sample2e document as formatted
in DocBook XML (and displayed by the XMLMind Editor).

Figure 6: DocBook XML Output

A powerful toolchain exists to create many formats from DocBook, as can be
seen in Figure 2. For that reason plasTeX doesn’t directly produce bibliographies,
resolve cross references, or produce indexes for DocBook. However, it does gen-
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erate the supplemental files the DocBook tools expect for processing these docu-
ment elements.

2.2.1 Bibliography

If you use BibTeX in your LaTeX workflow, you can generate an XML version of
your BibTeX database. DocBook processing tools can then combine that database
with your DocBook document to create the bibliography on the fly. One tool that
can converts BibTeX to XML (among other things) is JabRef, see section 5 for a
link.

2.2.2 Cross References

Cross references are rendered directly in the document as xref elements. Further-
more, an external xref database is generated. DocBook processing tools use this
database to resolve cross references across documents.

2.2.3 Index

Index terms are rendered directly in the document. DocBook processing tools
automatically create an index for your document on the fly.

2.2.4 Mathematics

plasTeX uses both the rendered image and the LaTeX source when representing
mathematics in DocBook. For example, an inline equation such as x + y = 1

z
would be converted to the following docbook element:

<inlineequation>
<inlinemediaobject remap="math">
<imageobject>
<imagedata role="math" fileref="image002.png"" />

</imageobject>
<textobject role="tex">
<phrase>x+y=\frac{1}{z}</phrase>

</textobject>
</inlinemediaobject>
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</inlineequation>

A document that uses this system validates against the DocBook DTD, and yet
postprocessing extensions have easy access to the original LaTeX mathematics.

2.3 Other Formats

In addition to the HTML and DocBook XML renderers, the following renderers
are also available:

Text renders LaTeX to plain text in the specified encoding. For example, the ren-
dered output of the first part of section 2 from this document is as follows:

2 Usage Details

To get started with plasTeX, you need the following:

* Python distribution 2.4 or later
* plasTeX distribution
* Python Imaging Library
* LaTeX distribution.

Figure 7: Text Renderer Output

ManPage renders LaTeX to the UNIX man page format, which can then be dis-
played with the commands groff or nroff.

S5 renders your LaTeX document (Beamer class only) to S5 output. S5 is a
standards-based slideshow system.

Braille renders LaTeX documents to Braille. This format is not bundled with
plasTeX distribution but is available as BrlTex on the web. See the BrlTeX
entry in section 5 for details.
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Direct to XML not a true renderer, but a representation of your document in plas-
TeX’s internal XML format. This representation can be useful to review if
you encounter problems in rendering.

Producing this output format requires a slight modification of the plastex
command line script: uncomment the following lines in the script and run
plastex again.

## Write XML dump
#outfile = ’%s.xml’ % jobname
#open(outfile,’w’).write(document.toXML().encode(’utf-8’))

An XML file is created that displays the structure of the document. The
following LaTeX markup used in this document to display Figure 6

\begin{figure}[H]
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth{dbk}
\caption{DocBook XML Output}\label{fig:docbook}

\end{figure}

has the following internal representation:

<par id="a0000000909">
<figure id="a0000000910">
<plastex:arg name="loc">H</plastex:arg>
<par id="a0000000911">
<includegraphics style="width:5in" id="a0000000912">
<plastex:arg name="options">{u’width’:u’5in’}</plastex:arg>
<plastex:arg name="file">dbk</plastex:arg>

</includegraphics>
</par>
<par id="a0000000913">
<caption ref="4" id="fig:docbook">
<plastex:arg name="toc" />
<plastex:arg name="self">DocBook XML Output</plastex:arg>

</caption>
</par>
<par id="a0000000914">
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<label id="a0000000915">
<plastex:arg name="label">fig:docbook</plastex:arg>

</label>
</par>

</figure>
</par>

3 Customizing plasTeX

3.1 Process Overview

plasTeX might need modification to convert documents that contain custom macros,
complex macros, or macros that have no mapping to the output format. The three
tasks in creating the output are parsing, rendering, and imaging. Each task is de-
scribed as follows.

To convert a LaTeX document, plasTeX must first tokenize and parse the
source. It understands how to do this for each document element from the corre-
sponding Python class definitions. plasTeX finds these definitions in its standard
path and the locations defined in the environment variable PYTHONPATH.

Next, plasTeX hands off the resulting data structure (DOM) to the renderer.
The rendering templates must display (or more correctly, mark up) the document
elements for the intended output format. plasTeX finds these templates in its stan-
dard path and the locations defined in the environment variables XHTMLTEMPLATES
and DocBookTEMPLATES.

Finally, for any elements that must be handled externally (that is, by the im-
ager), plasTeX hands off an internally produced images.tex file to the configured
imager, which employs LaTeX itself. plasTeX finds the necessary files by using
the kpsewhich command and the locations defined in the environment variable
TEXINPUTS.

Thus, the sequence of tasks to customize plasTeX is as follows.

1. write class definitions for your new commands or environments. Set the
environment variable PYTHONPATH to include the location of your class def-
initions. Also, see section 3.2.1 which describes a fallback mechanism that
you can use to redefine simple macros in LaTeX itself.
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2. Write templates that correspond to your new commands or environments.
Set the environment variable XHTMLTEMPLATES (or DocBookTEMPLATES for the
DocBook renderer) to include the location of the templates.

3. Confirm that LaTeX can find the packages necessary to create the images.
If the kpsewhich command cannot find the packages automatically, set the
environment variable TEXINPUTS to include the location. Note that plasTeX
typically handles imaging automatically when a standard LaTeX distribu-
tion is installed.

3.2 Parsing Details

The goal in this stage of customization is to enable plasTeX to recognize and
correctly parse commands and environments that it encounters in the source doc-
ument.

The parsing task usually involves Python classes, because when a source docu-
ment loads a package, plasTeX first looks in the PYTHONPATH environment variable
for a Python module of the same name. For example, if the package loaded is
mylocals, plasTeX checks for a Python file mylocals.py. However, if it does not
find that file, it falls back to the LaTeX packages by using the kpsewhich command
to find a package called mylocals.sty.

These two alternatives lead to the two possible methods of parser customiza-
tion.

– Create a simplified version of the original LaTeX macro that plasTeX uses
(LaTeX uses the more complex version).

– Implement the macro as a Python class.

3.2.1 Conditional LaTeX Macros

The simplest customization method is to modify the LaTeX macro with condi-
tional processing. That is, create a simplified version of the macro by using the
\ifplastex command. The command is built into plasTeX; during the plasTeX
processing the command is set to true and typically invokes simpler instructions
than those used when LaTeX processes the document.
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In the following example2, suppose you have a local LaTeX package called
mylocals.sty which defines a new command \foo that takes a single argument.

\newcommand{\foo}[1]{
\ifplastex\else\vspace*{0.25in}\fi
\textbf{\Large{#1}}
\ifplastex\else\vspace*{1in}\fi

}

In the LaTeX version the \foo command inserts some vertical space before
and after the argument, which it typesets in bold at a Large size. The plasTeX
version bypasses the vertical space commands but retains the typesetting of the
argument. With the macro so defined, plasTeX will recognize and correctly parse
the \foo command.

Suppose that mylocals.sty also defines a new environment called mybox.

\ifplastex
\newenvironment{mybox}{}{}

\else
\newenvironment{mybox}

{\fbox\bgroup\begin{minipage}{5in}}
{\end{minipage}\egroup}

\fi

In the plasTeX version, the environment is merely defined and no action is taken;
in the LaTeX version a box is set around a minipage. With this information,
plasTeX can now parse the environment correctly. It can then be displayed by the
renderer (perhaps to put a box around the contents).

In this example, the separation of tasks can be clearly seen. The LaTeX code
handles both the parsing knowledge and the appearance; the plasTeX code sepa-
rates the tasks into the macro definition seen here (parsing knowledge) and the
rendering template (appearance), which is described in section 3.3.

2. The examples presented in this paper are simple enough that plasTeX could parse and render
them correctly with no additional effort. They are presented here only as learning examples.
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3.2.2 Class Definitions

The alternative to writing macros with conditional definitions is to write a Python
class that corresponds to the command or environment. This is the recommended
method for defining complex macros.

The plasTeX documentation describes in detail how to write methods or func-
tions to override plasTeX’s normal behavior or to add new behavior. For example,
you can define methods to manipulate the document structure, create and change
counters, and store data for use in postprocessing.

More commonly however, a new macro requires normal parsing behavior. The
only requirement for parsing the new macro is to define the macro’s signature
(that is, specify the options and arguments that the macro takes). The args vari-
able in the class definition specifies this information. You can specify any number
of optional arguments and mandatory arguments.

To indicate that an argument is optional, surround the optional arguments
with matching square brackets([]), angle brackets (<>), or parentheses (()), just as
it is written in the LaTeX source. The following list describes some examples:

args = ’title’ specifies a single mandatory argument named title.

args = ’id title’ specifies two mandatory arguments named id and title.

args = ’[toc] title’ specifies an optional argument named toc and a single
mandatory argument named title.

args = ’[options:dict] title’ specifies an optional list of keyword-value pairs
named options and a single mandatory argument named title.

After the arguments are parsed,they are set in the attributes dictionary of
the document element. These attributes can then be used in the rendering stage
as self/attributes/argumentname. plasTeX’s arg string provides a powerful
mechanism for quickly defining complex macros. The plasTeX documentation
has complete details with several examples.

To continue with the example described in the previous section, suppose that
the macro definitions remain as they were originally written (that is, without
using the \ifplastex command) and the plasTeX class definitions are written in
the Python class file (Python module) mylocals.py. The corresponding Python
code might look like this:
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from plasTeX import Command, Environment
class foo(Command):

args = ’footext’

class mybox(Environment):
pass

The first line imports some of the basic plasTeX functionality—the founda-
tional classes Command and Environment. For many macros, you need little else
to teach plasTeX how to recognize and parse the new macros it encounters. With
the \foo command for example, you can tell plasTeX that this is a command with
a single argument named footext. This argument name is used by the renderer
after the parsing stage. With the mybox environment, you define the macro as an
environment.

These definitions, written in mylocals.py, make up all the information plas-
TeX needs in order to recognize and parse the new command and new environ-
ment.

3.3 Rendering Details

A renderer is a collection of templates3 that take the data from the parsed docu-
ment and can display or markup each document element encountered.

Assuming that you have a CSS stylesheet for presentation, the following is one
possible template for producing HTML from the definitions given in the previous
section:

name: foo
<b class="Large" tal:content="self/attributes/footext"></b>

name: mybox
<blockquote class="mybox" tal:content="self"></blockquote>

The argument given in the \foo command is named footext in the class def-
inition and is available in the renderer as self/attributes/footext. It is placed

3. The default template engine is SimpleTal which is based on the Python package, Zope Page
Templates
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inside a <b> element which will be displayed as bold in the final display. The
class="Large" attribute might correspond to a class defined in an accompanying
CSS file to render the contents at a larger than normal size.

The contents of the mybox environment is placed inside a blockquote element
with the class="mybox" possibly handling further display formatting via CSS.

3.4 Inheritance and Aliasing

Inheriting from the base plasTeX classes as shown in section 3.2.2 is a fast and
powerful way to customize your own documents. Te previous example inherited
definitions and behavior directly from the Command and Environment classes. You
can also inherit from other plasTeX classes. Choose the class with behavior that
most closely resembles your custom macro. For example, suppose that you have
an environment in which you display program code (called Code) and it is to be
treated exactly as a verbatim block. You can quickly customize plasTeX with this
class:

class Code(verbatim):
pass

When the plasTeX parser encounters the Code environment, it looks up the
definition in the Python classes. The environment subclasses the verbatim en-
vironment, thereby inheriting all the properties needed for plasTeX to parse the
contents. No other code is necessary for plasTeX to recognize and parse your text.

The following lines in your template file exploit the power of template aliasing:

name: Code
alias: verbatim

When the plasTeX renderer encounters the Code environment, it finds the def-
inition in the templates file and renders it as if were a verbatim environment.
No other code is necessary to render the Code environment. Obviously this is a
simple example; however, the power of inheritance and aliasing even for compli-
cated macros significantly speeds the development of new macro packages and
renderers.
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3.5 Creating Themes

Themes provide a powerful method to quickly change the look and feel of your
HTML or XML documents. Any template directory (a directory specified in the
XHTMLTEMPLATES or DocBookTEMPLATES environment variables) can contain muti-
ple themes. To create a theme, create a subdirectory called Themes which contains
a directory of HTML or XML templates for each theme you want to provide. For
example, themes included in the plasTeX distribution for the HTML renderer
reside in the following directory structure:

XHTMLTEMPLATES/
Themes/

default/
minimal/
plain/
python/

Each of the theme directories contains at least one file called default-layout.html.
To create your own themes, use the default/default-layout.html file as a guide.

4 Getting Involved

While the core parser and document builder are powerful and stable, there is
ample opportunity for users to contribute by testing and writing Python classes
to further support popular LaTeX packages, and renderers to new output formats.

The XHTML renderer is intended as the basis of all HTML-based renderers;
when writing a new HTML-based renderer, it can be subclassed to exploit the
power of inheritance. Even for completely different output formats the code in
the XHTML renderer can be used as a guide throughout development.

5 References

The following locations of software distributions and reference material can be
useful for finding further information.

plasTeX plastex.sourceforge.net
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Python http://www.python.org/download/

Python Imaging Library http://www.pythonware.com/products/pil/

HTML Help Workshop http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms669985.aspx

JavaHelp http://java.sun.com/developer/technicalArticles/J2SE/Desktop/javahelp/

JabRef http://jabref.sourceforge.net/

DocBook http://www.docbook.org/

DocBook XSL Stylesheets http://docbook.sourceforge.net/release/xsl/current/
doc/index.html

XMLMind Editor http://www.xmlmind.com/xmleditor

S5 Slide Show System http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/s5/

BrlTex http://brltex.sourceforge.net/

SimpleTal http://www.owlfish.com/software/simpleTAL/

Zope Page Templates http://www.zope.org/Documentation/Books/ZopeBook/2_6Edition/
AppendixC.stx
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Travels in TEX Land: A sidebar for a book
David Walden

Abstract In this column in each issue I muse on my wanderings around the TEX
world. In this issue I describe a small effort to typeset a sidebar for a book
project.

The problem

For several years, I have been working on a multi-author book on the history
of computer activities at the company where I worked for 27 years before I re-
tired. While I drafted a few chapters in LATEX, all but one of the chapters by the
other authors came to me as Word files, which I converted to LATEX using various
ad hoc techniques (but that’s another story). Since my co-authors (and one-time
colleagues in a high tech company) do most of their publishing in technical jour-
nals, they are used to being able to have sidebars in their writings, which some
technical journals seem to encourage, perhaps because sidebars help papers look
less academic. Thus, several of the papers came to me with several-paragraph
chunks labeled “this is a sidebar for somewhere in the previous section.” So, I
needed to figure out an approach to typesetting sidebars in LATEX (I was not using
Memoir which appears to have a built-in sidebar capability).

Initial attempt

First I consulted The LATEX Companion, 2nd edition and the comp.text.tex discus-
sion group. These sources led me to shadbox.sty, but it wasn’t clear to me yet
how I would make use of that although I liked the idea of setting a sidebar off
with a grey-shaded background, such as I have often seen in technical journals.

I decided to first try to put an example sidebar in a box at the top of a page
before trying anything fancier. Again consulting The LATEX Companion, 2nd edition
and the comp.text.tex discussion group, I found the boxedminipage environ-
ment. The following code
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\begin{figure}

\begin{boxedminipage}{5.5in}

\medskip

\small

\centerline{\textbf{Twenty-eight years later, Steve Milligan reflects}}

\medskip

\begin{quotation}

\noindent{}I always thought the ‘‘great breakthrough’’ was the notion

that multiple analysts could have random access and share an

...

...

\end{quotation}

\end{boxedminipage}

\end{figure}

produced a rudimentary sidebar display as shown in the file sidebar-example.pdf
on the HTML page for this column. The 5.5in argument to the boxedminipage

environment made the sidebar be as wide as the text block for book pages. The
figure environment floated the sidebar to the top of a page.

Trying for greater refinement

It seemed like it was time to ask a specific question of someone knowledgeable,
and I sent the following email query to a couple of friends in the TEX world.

In the book I am working on, I need to format a few sidebars.

My current attempt using a box at the top of a page is shown

on the attached page.

My first thought was to leave out the box and put the sidebar

on a shaded background, like magazines often do, but I haven’t

yet figured out how to do that.
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Do you have a suggestion for a better format for a

sidebar in a book that is not too hard to implement.

I am using plain LaTeX.

Steve Peter, a member of the editorial board of this journal, sent back the
following response.

> My first thought was to leave out the box and put the sidebar

> on a shaded background, like magazines often do, but I haven’t

> yet figured out how to do that.

How are you planning on printing it? If the resolution isn’t high

enough, it will look like mud.

> Do either of you have a suggestion for a better format for

> a sidebar in a book that is not too hard to implement.

Depending on the answer to the question above, you might want to

capitalize on the horizontal bar under the header and print the title

of the sidebar in reversed type on a thick black bar and end the

sidebar with a horizontal bar or two (thin-thick looks elegant).

Attached to Steve’s reply was the example was example of what he was describ-
ing, shown in the file steve-peter-example.png.

Well, that looked very good, but now I had to figure out how Steve did the
reverse type on a thick black bar; it would be too embarrassing to have to query
him again about how he did that.

Coding Steve’s suggestion

I don’t remember ever using a horizontal rule in LATEX, so I Googled for LaTeX

rule (I was too lazy to walk over to The LATEX Companion which I had reshelved
since the previous lookup I did in it). Some miscellaneous website showed me

\rule[raise-height]{width}{thickness}

and I tried the following
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\rule{5.5in}{1pt}

\rule{5.5in}{3pt}

which produced

and led me to the issue of how to get the rules closer together, as in Steve’s
example.

After grappling for a few minutes with how to break to a new line and then
put in an arbitrary amount of vertical space (negative arguments to vspace per-
haps, or something to do with baselinestretch), it occurred to me to try using
the optional first argument of \rule (after all, raise-height seemed somehow
relevant). Sure enough

\rule{5.5in}{1pt}

\rule[.13in]{5.5in}{2.5pt}

did the job.

Next came the question of how to write in reversed type on a thick black rule
and, thus, I Googled on latex color of type, which got me to

\usepackage{color}

\textcolor{color}{words to be in color}

By changing the text color to white in combination with a wide rule, i.e.,

\rule{5.5in}{15pt}

\vspace{-19pt}

\centerline{\textcolor{white}{words to be in color}}

I obtained
words to be in color

Lastly, I put double rule for the bottom and white text on a wide black rule
for the top together with my sidebar figure, as follows
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\begin{figure}

\medskip

\small

\rule{5.5in}{15pt}

\vspace{-19pt} \centerline{\textcolor{white}{\textbf{Twenty-eight

years later, Steve Milligan reflects}}}

\medskip

\begin{quotation}

\noindent{}I always thought the ‘‘great breakthrough’’ was the notion

that multiple analysts could have random access and share an

...

...

\end{quotation}

\medskip

\rule{5.5in}{1pt}

\rule[.13in]{5.5in}{2.5pt}

\end{figure}

It worked, and it was time to create a new environment (with slight refinements)
for use at several places in my book:

\newenvironment{mysidebar}[1]

{%begin part of env.

\begin{figure}[t!]

\small

\rule{5.5in}{15pt}

\vspace{-16pt} \centerline{\textcolor{white}{\textbf{#1}}}

\medskip
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}

{%end part of env.

\rule{5.5in}{1pt}

\rule[.13in]{5.5in}{2.5pt}

\end{figure}

}

No doubt I will have to do some additional tweaks to this new environment as I
use it at various places in my book.

This was a pretty trivial topic to dedicate a column to, but that’s how LATEX
problems often seem once I have put them behind me. I guess I can now show
Steve Peter my new environment and see what more elegant approach he would
have used. Hopefully my solution is not so inelegant that querying him again is
still embarrassing.

Follow-up from other columns

In several of these columns over the past year, I have discussed my experiences as
I learned about self-publishing, and eventually I summarized what I had learned
in a single memo. The TEX users group for The Netherlands (NTG) asked if it
could print my memo on self-publishing in their journal MAPS; I guess the edi-
tors of MAPS agree with me that the next step after typesetting a book is actually
getting the book published and distributed, and TEX users will also benefit from
knowing about this next step. I agreed to their request and set about revising my
memo to make it more coherent. The memo has now been published in MAPS,
but it also is on my website for anyone who is interested:

www.walden-family.com/public/notes-on-self-publishing.pdf

Acknowledgments
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George Grätzer – More Math into LATEX, 4th edition, Springer, 2007, XXXIV +
619pp, ISBN 978-0-387-32289-6

The author of this book is well known in the LATEX community. Most probably,
many of the readers of this review learned (as I did myself) LATEX by reading his
previous books (actually, previous editions of this one). Of course, we mathemati-
cians also know Professor Grätzer as a very fine algebraist, but this is not the
point here.

LATEX users who are not so young may remember that in the early 1990’s
some enthusiastic people adapted the AMS-TEX set of macros, created by Michael
Spivak, for use with LATEX. The result was called AMS-LATEX. For the first several
years of its existence you had to use a separate format file in order to process an
AMS-LATEX file. The first edition of Grätzer’s book was devoted to the description
of the facilities (mostly mathematical) offered byAMS-LATEX. The book evolved in
parallel with LATEX. Thus, the second edition, published shortly after the launch of
LATEX2ε (when AMS-LATEX turned into a system of LATEX packages), was already
devoted to both LATEX and AMS-LATEX . By the third edition (2000), the title of
the book lost the “AMS-LATEX ” part and became just Math into LATEX. The edition
under review is a significantly expanded version of this edition, including much
more new material.

Before turning to the description of the content of the book, the reader should
be warned that inside he will find just what the title promises: LATEX for math-
ematicians. Of course, this doesn’t mean that the book is concerned with type-
setting mathematics only. Other subjects are described that are relevant for the
mathematicians. On the other hand, despite the title, even if the author doesn’t
state it explicitly, the math that you get is provided by the AMS-LATEX packages.
These packages should always be loaded if you don’t use an AMS document
class.

Now let’s get to business. The first part of the book is a very concise but,
at the same time, crystal clear introduction to the fundamentals of LATEX. The
author manages to give, in very few pages, just enough information to allow the
reader to typeset a first article (not very complex, of course) and to turn it in a
presentation, if necessary.

The second part of the book, the most consistent, describes in detail how to
typeset text and mathematics with LATEX. The material included is the standard
set except, as already mentioned and unlike many other textbooks, Grätzer con-
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centrates on the use of the AMS-LATEX packages. Apart from these, he doesn’t
describe other packages here.

The third part of the book is devoted to the structure of documents, with
special emphasis on the amsart document class, while the fourth part deals with
the important use of PDF and presentations. Here he explains how to work with
specific packages, such as hyperref, backref, colorlinks and he provides an
excellent introduction to the beamer package, for making presentations.

The fifth part, “Customization,” is concerned with what is often called “LATEX
programming:” (re)definition of commands and environments, counters, lists,
a.o., while the last part, “Long documents,” describes the tools used to produce
a bibliography and index (BibTEX and MakeIndex), and analyzes some of the
particular aspects of producing books with LATEX.

Finally, there are some appendices that describe technical aspects, such as
installing LATEX on Windows and Mac, tables of symbols, a little bit of history
and short discussion of different systems of TEX macros, PostScript fonts, LATEX
and Internet, and the localization of LATEX.

What impressed me, first of all, besides the huge quantity of information, is
the way the author approaches the process of learning. He is definitely a fan of
the “learning by doing” paradigm. As such, the book contains a large number of
examples, all of them processed. It even includes entire articles. There are, also,
a large number of tips, all of them helping the user to build a personal style of
typesetting. Moreover, I would like to mention also the way the author attempts
to build an appropriate “learning curve” for LATEX, by returning, again and again,
to some topics, but at different levels. I should mention, also, that the author
made a series of videos, suggesting a “gentle learning curve” to LATEX using his
book (see his article and videos in this issue of TPJ).

As far as the content of the book is concerned, I think Grätzer’s presentation of
AMS-LATEX is, really, masterful. Besides that, he managed to present, surprisingly
clearly and in relatively few pages, the essence of beamer (which is, indeed, an
accomplishment, since the original manual has more than 200 pages, if I’m not
wrong).

To conclude, I think that, for mathematicians at least, this is the most complete
LATEX textbook. Any serious LATEX user (from beginner to expert) could benefit
a lot from using it. If you are a mathematician and you don’t use a lot of exotic
packages, you will hardly need anything other than this book.

Paul Blaga
2



Vincent Lozano – Tout ce que vous avez troujours voulu savoir sur LATEX sans
jamais oser le demander1, Editions In Libro Veritas, Pontoise (France), 2008, ISBN:
978-2-35209-149-3, XII + 313 pp.

Writing a new (text)book in an area like LATEX is quite a challenge, because
this field has already been covered by many excellent textbooks and reference
books for readers of all levels. Naturally, there is a fair number of LATEX books
in French, as well. I hope I will able to argue in the following that this book is,
nevertheless, a valuable addition to the literature.

The first part of the book, “everything” about LATEX, is a fairly standard in-
troduction to LATEX basics. It contains just about everything a beginner would
need to begin working with LATEX: typesetting text, mathematics, basic environ-
ments, floating bodies, references, a little bit of programing (new commands,
counters, boxes, spaces, a.o.), the inclusion of graphics in LATEX documents (using
the graphics bundle), the main document classes, and some of the characteristic
things related to French typography, as well a discussion of some of the sources
of documentation available in French.

Several things have to be mentioned regarding this part of the book:

1. First of all, the book (the entire book, not just the first part) doesn’t look at
all like the “standard” LATEX-typeset book. The author really did his best to
produce a typographical masterpiece, paying special attention to all parts
of the book and the page layout, so that we feel the “human touch” at each
step. This is, unfortunately, quite rare. The master of us all, Donald Knuth,
invented TEX to produce beautiful documents and he succeeded. So did
Leslie Lamport, creating LATEX. Unfortunately, today it is taken for granted
that LATEX produces beautiful documents, although most of them look very
much alike. One hundred beautiful (but identical, as far the formatting is
concerned) documents are enough to ruin the concept. Imagine a painter
producing hundreds of copies of Mona Lisa and pretending to be acknowl-
edged as a great artist! The message of the author of this book (both implicit
and explicit) is that if you typeset your own books (with LATEX, in our case),
your creativity should be involved not only in the content of the book, but
also in the format of the book. And, by the way, I don’t think mathematical
books should be dull, either, from this point of view (although most of them

1. Everything you always wanted to know about LATEX but where afraid to ask (French)
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are!).

2. Secondly, the author discusses topics (mostly Unix related) which are not,
usually, included in this kind of book, such as the use of the make utility, the
conversion between different graphic formats, or the use of psfrag.

3. There are described, also, some of the packages which are skipped in most
introductory texts (such as subfigure or wrapfigure).

The second part, “everything” about “everything” about LATEX, is the real gem
of the book. Here the author, actually, explains the design of the page and the
book as a whole. Subsequently, he gives a lot of hints on how the reader might be
able to modify the standard document classes or to create his/her own packages.
The reader will not find here a systematic course on classes and packages. Rather,
the author choses the “hacking” way and he simply indicates where to look and
what and how to modify something.

While this part is, definitely, a lot more technical, it is not very difficult to read
and it does teach a lot of material that is hard to find elsewhere. In particular, the
author discusses here some of the low level commands (\catcode, for instance, or
the commands starting with @), boolean operators, the if then else construction,
lists and their control, boxes, a.o. All these are supplied in a chapter (“Cosmetics”)
where the reader is taught how to control the aspect of different units (page,
section, chapter, index, bibliography, . . . ). The author also discusses here some
specific packages, like geometry, fancyhdr or fancyverb. This part of the book
ends with a chapter on “new toys,” discussing things like: how to produce a
glossary, or a summary — in the French books, including this one, sometimes
you have both a table of contents and a summary, which is, essentially, also a
table of contents, but with a smaller depth, and appears, as a rule, at the end of
the book).

There is, after the two parts already described, an appendix including a discus-
sion of the generation of pdf files, a list of symbols, and some production notes.
These notes are related to another nice feature of this book: the electronic version
of the book is free (both the pdf file and the source) and can be downloaded
from the address http://www.framabook.org/latex.html These production notes
explain how to produce the pdf file starting from the sources — trust me, this is
not at all trivial.

What I would like to mention also about this book, besides the very interesting
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content, is the colloquial style in which it is written and which makes it so easy
to read. I’m sure it will be really helpful for all French (and other) fans of LATEX.

Paul Blaga
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Editor's Choice LaTeX and TeX Web Sites 

Following is a selection of LaTeX and TeX web sites that PracTeX Journal editors recommend. If we missed your favorite 
site let us know. 

Paul Blaga 

 Enrico Gregorio's page (in Italian) contains a very good introduction to programming in TeX and LaTeX, a description 
of the most often used packages and an impressive list of LaTeX "horrors" and how to avoid them, as well as other 
goodies (everything is in Italian, mi dispiace). 

 Enrico Gregorio's page 

 The homepage of the Italian TUG (GUIT) has, also, a lot of information and a forum. Everything is, again, in Italian. 
 Italian TUG homepage 

 A French wiki book on LaTeX programming 
 Programmation LaTeX 

Lance Carnes 

 Andrew Roberts's online tutorial for LaTeX beginners has been a favorite of mine since I discovered it a few years 
ago. 

 Andrew Roberts online LaTeX tutorials 
 Juergen Fenn maintains a topical list of LaTeX packages that links to Graham Williams's TeX Catalogue. A great 

resource if you are looking to add some style to your LaTeX documents. (See also Juergen's list of LaTeX guides). 
 Juergen Fenn's topical list of LaTeX packages

 Robin Fairbairns maintains an excellent set of articles on all aspects of TeX and LaTeX. Whenever I google a 
LaTeX topic this site is usually within the top five hits. 

 TeX Frequently Asked Questions
 Lance's other LaTeX web sites

Francisco (Rei) Reinaldo 

 These two sites are optimal candidates to help readers break the ice with TeX. 
 TeX and LaTeX for PCs (Windows OS)
 Getting Started with LaTeX

 If PDF is a standardised pattern file that mixes (tex)t and images, how does it work? Are you curious? Thom Parker 
shows how at: 
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 Navigating the Internal Structure of a PDF Document

 In this concise site, Guilherme P. de Freitas shows how easy it is to write a TeX document. 
 Introdu��o ao LaTeX em 4 aulas (Portuguese)

 This site contains the A-Z of LaTeX Writing. 
 A (La)TeX encyclopaedia

 Paul A Jolly shares in his site some LaTeX Tips and Tricks for intermediate LaTeX users. 
 LaTeX Tips and Tricks

 This site contains a huge repository of answered LaTeX questions. 
 TeX, LaTeX, etc.: Frequently Asked Questions with Answers

 Sometimes, free tools for converting documents into other formats may help users save time. This site shows how they 
work. 

 Writer2LaTeX, Writer2BibTeX

Yuri Robbers 

 Didier Verna's blog on — among other things — LaTeX. This blog offers many a gem of LaTeX coding. 
 Didier Verna's blog 

 The documentation for XeTeX and XeLaTeX is still rather rudimentary at best, but the XeTeX mailing list is a 
veritable gold mine of information. Subscribe to ask your questions or just search the archives. 

 XeTeX mailing list 

 The LaTeX Font Catalogue gives a good overview of fonts that are well supported by LaTeX. It includes free fonts as 
well as commercial fonts for which good LaTeX support exists. 

 The LaTeX Font Catalogue 

 And one more blog — this time Stefan Kottwitz's TeXblog — with some very nice pieces of code and some useful 
solutions for (in)famous TeX and LaTeX puzzles. 

 TeXblog by Stefan Kottwitz
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corner desk, who knows a lot, and when asked any question is always ready with a patient 
answer. If Nelly doesn't know the answer, Nelly will know an expert who has the answer. Feel 
free to Ask Nelly about any aspect of LaTeX, TeX, Context, etc.
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Q: Dear Nelly: I would like to know how to replace one display with another on a Beamer 
slide. That is, I would like to dissolve one line and have another appear in its place -- for 
example, I would like to transwipe 

\[ f(x) = k \cdot e^{-x/3} \]

and replace it with 

   
\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{3} \cdot e^{-x/3} \]

I don't see an obvious way to do this. 

A: There are two ways to do this. The first method was provided by Thomas E. Price: 

The code 

\begin{frame}
 \begin{overlayarea}{\textwidth}{5cm}
 \only<1>{\[f(x)=\sin x\]}
 \only<2>{\[g(x)=\cos x\]}
 \end{overlayarea}
\end{frame}
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replaces the first equation with the second. I do not know how to transwipe or dissolve the first 
equation into the second unless you transwipe or dissolve the entire slide. Your may find 
http://www.nabble.com/The-LaTeX-Beamer-Class-f4029.html helpful. 

Another way of doing it is provided by Paul Blaga: 

\documentclass{beamer}
\begin{document}
\begin{frame}
\begin{overprint}
\only<1>{
\[

f(x) = k \cdot e^{-x/3}
\]
}
\only<2>{\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{3}\cdot e^{-x/3} \]}
\end{overprint}
\end{frame}
\begin{frame}
\begin{overlayarea}{\textwidth}{3cm}
\only<1>{
\[

f(x) = k \cdot e^{-x/3}
\]
}

        \only<2>{\[ f(x) =\frac{1}{3}\cdot e^{-x/3} \]}
\end{overlayarea}
\end{frame}
\end{document}

The above question was answered by Thomas E. Price,   and Paul 

Blaga,  , a member of the editorial board of this journal. 

Q: Dear Nelly: In my latest book, I start each chapter with a quotation. Now one of those 
quotations is in ancient Greek. How do I typeset that in LaTeX, including all the accents?

A: This is actually not all that difficult to achieve. All we need is the Babel package. Include it 
in the preamble like this: 

        \usepackage[greek,english]{babel}
        \languageattribute{greek}{polutoniko}
        

This loads Babel with English as the default language, but also with support for Greek. Setting 
the polutoniko attribute enables the support for multiple accents. Modern Greek does not use 
those, but ancient Greek does. 

Now one can include a Greek quotation like this: 

\begin{quotation}
\selectlanguage{polutonikogreek}
>akr~atos diqogwmon'ew p'anteqnos anafor`es pr`os ~>wrai >'wra.

        \end{quotation}
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Page generated November 17, 2008 ; TUG home page; search; contact webmaster. 

Note the use of > for spiritus lenis, < for spiritus asper, and `, ' and ~ for the regular accents. 
The correspondence between our own alphabet and the Greek, as used by LaTeX, is quite 
straightforward. The easiest way to get an overview of the correspondence between your 
keyboard and the Greek letters is to just print off the alphabet: 

\selectlanguage{polutonikogreek}
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

The above question was answered by Yuri Robbers, a member of the editorial board of this 

journal. He can be reached at 

http://dw.tug.org/pracjourn/2008-3/asknelly/
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For this issue of TPJ, we selected a package from an area which is usually overlooked: 
cooking. There are several packages allowing you to have fun writing your own recipes. We 
selected one: recipe.cls, by Maurizio Loreti (it can be found on CTAN or you can take it from 
here). To exemplify, we choosed an Italian recipe, from the book In a Roman Kitchen, by Jo 
Bettoja (John Wiley, 2003). So, here they are, the Taxi Driver's Eggplants   and the source.

Enjoy! 
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The taxi driver’s eggplants

Ingredients (for 4–6 persons): 3 medium-large eggplants (about 2 pounds (900
g)), coarse salt, 1 large or 2 small cloves of garlic, peeled, 1 1

2 packed cups flat-
leaf parsley sprigs, 1 cup coarse dry bread crumbs (50 g), freshly ground black
pepper, about 1 cup flour (120 g), 2 eggs, olive oil, for frying

1. Slice the eggplant slightly less than half an inch (1 cm) thick. Layer the slices
in a colander, salting each layer. Put a plate on top, add a weight, and leave the
eggplant for at least 1 hour. When ready to prepare the eggplant, dry the pieces on
paper towels.

2. In a food processor or by hand, chop the garlic very fine; add the parsley and
chop it very fine with the garlic. Put into a large, flat dish with the bread crumbs
and mix well, adding salt and pepper to taste.

3. Put the flour in a shallow soup bowl and beat the eggs with a pinch of salt in
another. One by one, dredge the eggplant slices on both sides in the flour, shake off
the excess, and then dip in the beaten eggs. Now coat the slices with the seasoned
bread crumbs, pressing gently to help the crumbs adhere.

4. Heat about 1 inch of olive oil in a large skillet, preferably nonstick, until it is
very hot. Fry the eggplant slices on one side and then gently turn them to fry the
other side. Test with a fork for tenderness. Drain on paper towels and keep warm in
a turned-off oven until all the eggplant slices are ready. Serve hot.


